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Abstract

Traders that arrive over time give rise to a dynamic tradeoff between the benefits of
increasing market thickness by accumulating traders and the associated cost of delayed
trade due to discounting. We analyze this tradeoff in a dynamic bilateral trade model
in which a buyer and seller arrive in each period and draw their types independently
from commonly known distributions. By storing traders and allowing them to trade
in the future, market thickness increases. For symmetric binary type distributions,
optimally thick markets involve storing surprisingly few traders. Nevertheless, their
performance is close to that of a large market: for any type distributions, two-thirds of
the gains from increased market thickness are achieved by storing just one trader. The
benefits of storing traders are even larger if traders’ types are their private information
and second-best mechanisms are used. For large discount factors, clearing the market
at optimally chosen fixed frequencies reaps most gains from dynamic market clearing.
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1 Introduction

Thicker markets reduce individual traders’ price impacts and their incentives and scope for

exerting market power. By improving sorting, they also increase the probability of efficient

trades. Not surprisingly, increasing market thickness is at the heart of a wide range of policy

areas, from competition and antitrust policy to market design, as well as economic theory

and analysis. Notwithstanding its prominence, little is known about the optimal degree

of market thickness and the factors that determine it when increasing market thickness

comes with costs—such as delayed trade when agents arrive over time—as well as benefits.1

Accordingly, practitioners have received little to no guidance from economists concerning this

important aspect of market design and have, perhaps as a consequence, paid little attention

to the economic tradeoffs that are involved.2

To shed light on the dynamic tradeoff between the benefits and costs of increasing market

thickness by accumulating traders that arrive over time, this paper studies a dynamic version

of the classical bilateral trade problem of Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983) in which a buyer-

seller pair arrives in each period. The designer has the option of storing arriving traders,

thereby increasing market thickness by allowing them to trade in future periods.

For concreteness, assume buyers and sellers draw their types independently from sym-

metric binary distributions. Two static benchmarks that are useful, among other things, to

illustrate the basic assumptions. First, in the perfectly thick large market limit an infinite

number of traders are present at once and only high-value buyers and low-cost sellers trade

under ex post efficiency. Second, in the perfectly thin bilateral trade setting, a single buyer

and seller are present and the only trade that is not executed under ex post efficiency is one

between a low-value buyer and a high-cost seller. In our dynamic setting, the designer thus

has an incentive to accumulate efficient traders (high-value buyers or low-cost sellers) in the

hope of rematching them in the future to create an efficient trade (between a high-value

buyer and a low-cost seller).

We show that in the symmetric binary type setting the optimal market clearing policy

1While we focus on dynamic markets, this tradeoff arises in many other contexts. For example, market
thickness can be increased by merging geographically dispersed markets and allowing distant traders to inter-
act, by “conflation” that treats similar yet distinct goods as identical and by increasing market transparency
with improved information about offers from buyers and sellers.

2For example, the transition from paper- to computer-organized trading at the New York Stock Exchange
was exclusively driven by the programmer’s desire to execute trades as fast as possible without any con-
sideration of the tradeoff between speed and market thickness. Likewise, the Native Vegetation Exchange
for Victoria, Australia, was designed to execute compatible trades instantaneously, not on the grounds that
this would be optimal but due to computational complexity. Similarly, eBay’s clearing mechanism does not
allow traders to accumulate, which, as documented by Hendricks and Sorensen (2018), results in substantial
welfare losses.
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is pinned down by a threshold that specifies how many identical, efficient traders to store.

Efficient trades are executed as soon as they become available. Suboptimal trades (between

a high-value buyer and a high-cost seller or a low-value buyer and a low-cost seller) are only

executed once the storage threshold is reached. This allows us to characterize the optimal

degree of market thickness. When measured by the maximum number of stored traders (i.e.

the optimal storage threshold), optimally thick markets are surprisingly thin and appear to

be very different from the perfectly thick large market limit.3 Alternatively, market thickness

can be measured by how much of the difference between per trader-pair welfare in the large

market limit and the bilateral trade setting is captured by storing a threshold number of

efficient traders. By this measure, the performance of seemingly thin markets is surprisingly

similar to that of perfectly thick markets: two-thirds of the maximum increase in market

thickness is achieved as the storage threshold increases from zero to just one. Perhaps even

more surprisingly, this result does not depend on distributional assumptions. We show that

for continuous type distributions, two-thirds of these gains can be captured by a dynamic

policy that stores at most one analogously defined efficient trader, and that these gains are

even larger when accounting for incentive issues and second-best mechanisms.

In the binary type setting, the efficient policy can be implemented with a posted-price

mechanism that always balances the budget as soon as it is efficient to store at least one

efficient trader. This provides a dynamic reconciliation of the Coase Theorem with the

insight, due to Vickrey (1961), Hurwicz (1972), and Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983),

that in static settings private information can be an insurmountable transaction cost. In

our setting when the efficient policy is non-trivially dynamic, all transaction costs that

may hinder efficient allocation in static settings are eliminated.4 Another way of conveying

the extent to which dynamics matter is our finding that, provided the discount factor is

sufficiently large, a designer that maximizes its expected discounted profit generates more

expected discounted social surplus than periodic ex post efficient bilateral trade. These

results also highlight a fundamental difference between the driving forces behind market

thickness in our setting and those in the double-auctions literature, whose focus has been on

inefficiencies due to incentive compatibility, individual rationality and no-deficit constraints.

In particular, if these were the only constraints that mattered, optimal market thickness

would be achieved by storing one pair of traders. In our setting, this is not the case as the

storage threshold increases with the discount factor.

3Perfectly thick markets with infinitely many traders serve as the canonical model of a competitive market
and are often portrayed as the ideal market.

4Of course, with discrete types, whether efficient allocation is possible in the static setting depends on
the details of the model. Remarkably, this possibility result as well as our measures of and results pertaining
to market thickness are detail-free.
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The posted-price implementation of the efficient dynamic policy also allows us to define

an agent’s price impact as the probability that, under the stationary distribution, the arrival

of an agent changes the price that will be posted in the next period. Interestingly, price

impact, which is widely used in applied, often atheoretical work, is an equivalent measure of

market thickness in our setting. Finally, in the limit as the discount factor approaches one,

the precise nature of market clearing—discriminatory, which is first-best, uniform or fixed

frequency—does not affect the asymptotic efficiency of the market, provided these different

dynamic market clearing regimes are determined optimally. In sharp contrast, the welfare

loss from periodic ex post efficient bilateral trade relative to an optimal dynamic market

clearing regime diverges as the discount factor approaches one.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model. In

Section 3 we derive the optimal degree of market thickness by solving the Markov decision

process of a planner who maximizes expected discounted social surplus. Section 4 maps this

solution to dynamic mechanisms and accounts for incentive issues. Section 5 analyzes alter-

native but asymptotically optimal market clearing regimes. Related literature is discussed

in Section 6 while Section 7 concludes the paper. All proofs are provided in the appendix.

2 Model

We consider a discrete-time, infinite-horizon version of the classical bilateral trade problem

of Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983) where a single buyer and seller arrive in each period

and draw their types independently from symmetric, binary distributions. For most of the

paper, we assume that buyers draw their values from a distribution with support V = {v, v}
and sellers draw their costs from a distribution with support C = {c, c}. We assume that

Pr(c = c) = Pr(v = v) = w for some w ∈ (0, 1) and that types are symmetric in the sense

that v − c = ∆0 and v − c = ∆0. We normalize v = 1 and c = 0. In line with Myerson

and Satterthwaite (1983), we ensure that some (but not all) trade is ex post efficient in the

static bilateral trade problem by assuming v > c > v > c. Under the stated assumptions

and normalizations this amounts to assuming ∆0 ∈ (0, 1/2) and ensures that both the static

and dynamic problems are non-trivial.5

Each buyer and seller has quasilinear utility and demands and supplies at most one unit,

respectively. The value of agents’ outside option of not participating is zero. Following

Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983) we further assume that the agents can trade only via an

5If ∆0 > 1/2 all trade would be efficient in both the static bilateral setting and the static large market
limit with infinitely many traders. If ∆0 < 0, only trades between high-value buyers and low-cost sellers
would be efficient in both the bilateral trade problem and the large market limit; in either case, it could be
implemented by setting a price of 1/2 and rationing the long side of the market.
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Figure 1: The Walrasian quantity in the perfectly thick large market limit.

exchange that is operated by an entity that we call the designer. All agents and the designer

are risk-neutral geometric discounters, with a common discount factor δ ∈ [0, 1), and the

arrival process, discount factor δ and type distributions are common knowledge. Arrivals

are observable.

Two static benchmarks are useful. In the perfectly thick large market limit, illustrated in

Figure 1, there are an infinite number of traders. Half of them are buyers and half of them

sellers, each drawing their type independently from the distributions introduced above. This

implies that the fraction of agents who trade is w, and the average social surplus per buyer-

seller pair is S∞(w) = w. Further, the price p = 1/2 will be market-clearing and implement

the efficient allocation.6 In contrast, in the perfectly thin bilateral trade setup all trades are

ex post efficient with the exception of the trade between a low-value buyer and a high-cost

seller. The expected gain in social surplus from the static bilateral trade problem is thus

S0(w) = w2 + 2w(1− w)∆0. The difference

S∞(w)− S0(w) = (1− w)(w − 2w∆0) > 0 (1)

is the maximum gain, per trading pair, that can be achieved from increasing market thickness.

Given the central role of efficiency in economics, a natural objective for the designer is

to maximize expected discounted social surplus. Given this objective, it is always optimal

to immediately execute any available efficient trade—that is, a trade between a high-value

6Of course, any price p ∈ [v, c] will be market-clearing if one allows the agents to express demand and
supply correspondences, but it is useful to focus on market clearing prices in the interior of the Walrasian
price gap.
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buyer and a low-cost seller. In contrast, for any δ ∈ (0, 1), the decision to execute an

available suboptimal trade—that is, a trade between a high-value buyer and a high-cost seller

or between a low-value buyer and a low-cost seller—requires trading off the instantaneous

gain of ∆0 versus the discounted, expected value of being able to execute a trade of value

1 in the future. Suboptimal (v, c) and (v, c) trades occur with probability 0 in the large

static market and with probability 2w(1−w) under ex post efficiency in the static bilateral

trade setup. In this sense, the reduction in the probability of suboptimal trades provides an

alternative, observation-based measure of market thickness.

Apart from dynamics and symmetry, the above assumptions depart from the classical

Myerson-Satterthwaite setup only by assuming binary types, which considerably simplifies

the exposition and analysis. We now show how the binary type setup connects to the

setup with continuous distributions that is standard in static mechanism design. Suppose,

temporarily, that the buyers and sellers draw their values and costs independently from

continuous distributions F and G, whose densities are positive on their supports. Without

loss of generality, we can assume they have the same support, which we take to be [0, 1].7

This implies that the large market Walrasian price p, which satisfies 1 − F (p) = G(p), is

in the interior of the support. This is in line with the Myerson-Satterthwaite assumption

that some but not all trade is ex post efficient in the one-shot bilateral trade problem. The

connection to the binary setup is then that w = G(p) = 1 − F (p) and the continuous-

distribution analogue to buyers with type v and sellers with cost c are buyers with value

v ≥ p and sellers with costs c ≤ p, respectively. The analogue to the welfare gains v− c from

an efficient trade is
∫ 1

p

∫ p
0

(v − c)dG(c)dF (v)/w2. An average suboptimal “trade”—which

accounts for the possibility that not trading is efficient—creates expected social surplus of∫ p
0

∫ 1

c
(v − c)dF (v)dG(c) +

∫ 1

p

∫ v
0

(v − c)dG(c)dF (v)

2w(1− w)

and is the analogue of ∆0. Varying w provides a parsimonious way of capturing changes in

distributions in the setting with continuous types as well. For example, w = 1/2 occurs if

F = G. We will return to this specification with continuous distributions and show that

most of our key insights, other than optimality, extend to this setting. Assuming that the

binary types are symmetric simplifies the derivation of optimal market thickness as it means

the optimal policy will be the same with regards to storing either kind of suboptimal pair.8

7As long as the supports overlap, the Walrasian price p in the large market limit remains in the interior
of both supports, and some but not all trade is ex post efficient in the one-shot bilateral trade problem.
Without overlapping supports, there is no problem to solve.

8The continuous-distribution analogue is that F and G satisfy
∫ p
0

∫ 1

c
(v − c)dF (v)dG(c) =

∫ 1

p

∫ v
0

(v −
c)dG(c)dF (v), which is, for example, the case when F and G are uniform (and more generally when F = G
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In Section 3, we will formally define threshold policies and show that these are optimal

and induce a unique stationary distribution. Denoting by Sτ (w) the expected per trader-

pair social surplus gain under the stationary distribution given a policy with threshold τ ,

our welfare-based measure of market thickness is

Tτ :=
Sτ (w)− S0(w)

S∞(w)− S0(w)
, (2)

where the difference S∞(w) − S0(w) is given by (1). This is a natural measure of market

thickness that expresses the increase in market thickness under the policy with threshold τ as

a fraction of the maximum achievable increase.9 An alternative, observation-based measure

of market thickness is one that involves the probability of a suboptimal trade occurring. Let

PS(τ) denote the per period probability of such a trade under the policy with threshold τ

and PS(0) = 2w(1 − w) denote this probability in the static bilateral trade problem. Then

noting that suboptimal trades occur with probability zero in the static large market limit,

an alternative measure of market thickness is given by

ρτ :=
PS(0)− PS(τ)

PS(0)
= 1− PS(τ)

2w(1− w)
. (3)

As we will show, under any policy with threshold τ , the two measures are equivalent and we

have Tτ = ρτ . Furthermore, these measures of market thickness are also tightly connected

to an agent’s likely price impact.

As is standard, we assume that values and costs are private information of the agents.

Ultimately, we will therefore solve the dynamic mechanism design problem in which the

designer elicits this information via an incentive compatible and individually rational mech-

anism. In Section 4 we will be precise about the notions of incentive compatibility and

individual rationality and derive, among other things, the profit-maximizing mechanisms

that satisfy these constraints. However, before doing so, we formulate and solve the Markov

decision problem of a planner who maximizes expected discounted social surplus. Since the

mechanism design problem of maximizing profit is isomorphic to that of maximizing social

surplus (once we replace the true types with virtual types), this analysis will be equally valid

and useful for solving for the profit-maximizing mechanisms.

and their density f is symmetric in the sense that, for all x ∈ [0, 1], f(x) = f(1− x)).
9Although Tτ is defined with respect to a threshold policy, it is clear from its construction that in

essence it is a measure that is independent of policies and mechanisms: Any policy that gives rise to a
stationary distribution allows one to compute the expected per period welfare, denoted Sτ (w), and thereby
Tτ . Moreover, it is independent of the type space.
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3 Optimal market thickness

We now derive the optimal market thickness when the designer’s objective is to maximize

expected discounted social surplus. For the purposes of this section, we assume that the

designer knows the types of agents who have arrived while, of course, facing uncertainty

about the types that will arrive in the future.

3.1 Threshold policies and their properties

At a fundamental level, the designer’s problem is to determine which pairs of traders should

be cleared from the market in each period in order to maximize expected discounted social

surplus. Since ∆0 < 1/2, if suboptimal (v, c) and (v, c) pairs are present, an increase in the

designer’s payoff is achieved by rematching these pairs to create a (v, c) pair that generates

a gain of 1 rather than 2∆0. Thus, when a suboptimal (v, c) or (v, c) pair is present, the

designer has an incentive to wait, and not clear such a pair from the market, in the hope

of eventually rematching pairs to create an efficient (v, c) pair. In principle, this decision

depends on the entire history of agent arrivals. However, the state space can be simplified

considerably by mapping the dynamic optimization problem to a Markov decision process.

The underlying state at time t is identified as follows. First, determine the number of

efficient pairs present and then determine the number of identical suboptimal (v, c) or (v, c)

pairs present among the remaining set of agents. The observations above imply that it cannot

be optimal that non-identical suboptimal pairs, (v, c) and (v, c), are simultaneously present

as these pairs can be split and rematched to form one efficient (v, c) pair and one infeasible

(v, c) pair. Infeasible pairs can be ignored since these do not generate positive surplus and

cannot be rematched to create efficient pairs. Thus, the state space of the designer’s Markov

decision process is two-dimensional and given by X := {(xE, xS) : xE, xS ∈ Z≥0}, where xE

and xS are the number of efficient pairs and suboptimal pairs present, respectively.

Let X t ∈ X denote the state of the market after the arrival of period t agents and Ax

denote the set of actions available to the designer in state x, with A := ∪x∈XAx. We

have then Ax = {(aE, aS) : aE, aS ∈ Z≥0, aE ≤ xE, aS ≤ xS}, where aE and aS denote the

respective number of efficient pairs and suboptimal pairs being cleared from the market.

Denote by At the action taken by the designer in period t ∈ N and by

Pa(x,y) := P(X t+1 = y|X t = x,At = a)

the transition probability that, if the designer takes the action a in state x in period t, the

state in period t + 1 will be y. Fix a state x and a feasible action a = (aE, aS). Then
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an efficient pair arrives in the following period with probability w2, while an infeasible one

arrives with probability (1− w)2. We thus have

Pa(x, (xE − aE + 1, xS − aS)) = w2 and Pa(x, (xE − aE, xS − aS)) = (1− w)2.

If xS−aS = 0 and a suboptimal pair arrives in the following period, then we end up in state

y = (xE − aE, 1) and have

Pa(x, (xE − aE, 1)) = 2w(1− w).

If xS − aS > 0 and a suboptimal pair arrives, the arrival of an identical suboptimal pair

will lead to the state (xE − aE, xS − aS + 1), while a non-identical suboptimal pair will be

rematched with a stored suboptimal pair to create an efficient pair. Consequently, we have

Pa(x, (xE − aE, xS − aS + 1)) = Pa(x, (xE − aE + 1, xS − aS − 1)) = w(1− w).

Finally, r(a) = aE + ∆aS denotes the immediate reward when taking the action a ∈ A,

where ∆ is the value of a suboptimal trade to the designer. We set ∆ = ∆0 when the

designer’s objective is to maximize expected discounted social surplus.

Given a Markov decision process 〈X ,A, P, r, δ〉, a policy π : X → A is such that π(x) ∈
Ax specifies the action taken by the designer in state x. The optimal policy π∗ of this Markov

decision process maximizes the expected discounted reward earned by the planner, which by

construction maximizes expected discounted social welfare. Thus, the designer’s dynamic

optimization problem reduces to determining the optimal policy π∗ of 〈X ,A, P, r, δ〉. Since

the state space X is countable, the feasible action sets Ax are finite for all states x and

the reward function is deterministic, a stationary deterministic optimal policy exists and is

characterized by the appropriate Bellman equation (see, for example, Theorem 6.2.6 and

Theorem 6.2.10 in Puterman, 1994).

To determine the optimal policy we begin by defining a simple class of policies, which we

call threshold policies. Threshold policies immediately clear efficient pairs from the market.

Identical suboptimal pairs are stored up to a threshold τ ∈ N, and any additional suboptimal

pairs are cleared immediately from the market. That is, given a threshold τ ∈ {0, 1 . . . }, the

associated threshold policy πτ of the Markov decision process 〈X ,A, P, r, δ〉 is such that

πτ (xE, xS) = (xE, 0) if xS ≤ τ and πτ (xE, xS) = (xE, xS − τ) if xS > τ.

Theorem 1. The optimal policy is a threshold policy.
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Figure 2: The Markov chain over the number of stored identical efficient traders induced by
the optimal policy π∗, where λ = w(1− w).

Whenever the arrival of a non-identical suboptimal pair leads to a stored suboptimal pair

being rematched to produce an efficient trade, this also produces an infeasible (v, c) trade

that is cleared from the market. Thus, we can, without loss of generality, assume from this

point forward that the designer only stores (identical) efficient traders that arrive as part of

suboptimal pairs and immediately clears the inefficient trader from the market.

Each threshold policy πτ induces a Markov chain {Yt}t∈N over {0, . . . , τ}, the number of

identical efficient traders stored. As is illustrated in Figure 2, {Yt}t∈N is a finite birth-and-

death process.

Lemma 1. The stationary distribution κ of the Markov chain {Yt}t∈N under the threshold

policy πτ is given by, for all i ∈ {0, . . . , τ},

κi := P(Yt = i) =
1 + min{i, 1}

2τ + 1
.

Letting s(y) be expected social surplus in a given period in state y ∈ {0, . . . , τ}, we have

s(0) = wS∞(w), s(y) = S∞(w) for y ∈ {1, . . . , τ−1} and s(τ) = S∞(w)+w(1−w)∆0. Since

κi = 2κ0 for i > 0 by Lemma 1, expected per period payoff under the stationary distribution,

denoted Sτ (w), is Sτ (w) = (1− κ0)S∞(w) + κ0S0(w). Thus,

Sτ (w)− S0(w) = (1− κ0)(S∞(w)− S0(w)) and Tτ = 1− κ0.

In other words, Tτ is a unit-free measure and independent of δ, w and ∆ because it is

determined by the stationary distribution, which does not depend on these parameters.

Substituting κ0 and S∞(w) = w then yields the following proposition:

Proposition 1. Given threshold policy πτ , we have

Sτ (w) = w2 +
2w(1− w)(∆ + τ)

2τ + 1
and Tτ =

2τ

2τ + 1
.
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The fact that Tτ increases so quickly in τ — for example, T1 = 2/3 — is as remarkable

as its unit- and detail-free nature. To show that the steep increases from storing suboptimal

trades do not depend on the distribution being discrete, let alone on it being binary, we

now temporarily assume that buyers and sellers draw their values and costs independently

from continuous distributions F and G that satisfy the properties introduced in Section 2,

and consider a two-class threshold policy. This policy separates buyers and sellers into two

classes: efficient traders, meaning values above and costs below the Walrasian price p in the

large market limit and inefficient traders, which are those with values below and costs above

p. Any trades involving an efficient buyer and seller are immediately executed and identical

efficient traders are stored up to some threshold τ .

Proposition 2. Assume that buyers and sellers draw their values and costs independently

from continuous distributions F and G. Then there exists a two-class threshold policy such

that Tτ as defined in (2) is the proportion of the maximum possible gains from increasing

market thickness that is captured by storing τ identical efficient traders.

Proposition 2 shows that the steep increases in the benefits to market thickness from

storing efficient traders do not depend on the distribution being binary or symmetric. Indeed,

as shown in Proposition 2, Tτ is the same for any distribution if the designer uses a two-

class threshold policy that categorizes buyers and sellers according to whether their types

are above or below p. What the symmetric binary distribution then affords us is not so

much that the benefits from increasing market thickness accrue fast with two-class threshold

policies—this is also the case for continuous type distributions—but rather that these policies

are optimal.

Although the context and the conditions differ, Propositions 1 and 2 are similar in spirit

to McAfee’s (2002) finding that in a static, two-sided matching problem with supermodular

payoffs and a continuum of agents at least half of the maximal gain (which requires infinitely

many categories or matching submarkets) is achieved by creating only two categories.10

Under the stationary distribution, the respective per period probabilities of a suboptimal

trade and an efficient trade are

PS(τ) =
2w(1− w)

2τ + 1
and PE(τ) = w2 +

2τw(1− w)

2τ + 1
.

10If the Myerson-Satterthwaite assumption that some but not all trade is ex post efficient holds in a market
setting with quasilinear payoffs, then there is an element of supermodularity in that surplus increases if buyers
with values above the market clearing price are exclusively matched to sellers with costs below it. However,
aggregate surplus is not affected by how these agents are matched to each other. In that sense, a Walrasian
market is a special case of what McAfee (2002) studies: an appropriately structured coarse matching achieves
one hundred percent of all the welfare gains.
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Note that PS(τ) is decreasing in τ and satisfies PS(0) = 2w(1 − w) and limτ→∞ PS(τ) = 0,

while PE(τ) increases in τ and satisfies PE(0) = w2 and limτ→∞ PE(τ) = w.11 Thus, the

decrease in this probability as a percentage of PS(0), denoted ρτ and introduced in (3),

satisfies

ρτ =
2τ

2τ + 1
= Tτ . (4)

Therefore, these two natural measures of market thickness are equivalent.

3.2 Optimal policies

Theorem 1 gives rise to a tractable dynamic programming approach that can be used to

characterize the optimal threshold, which we denote by τ ∗. This is laid out in detail in the

proof of Proposition 3, which includes an analytic characterization of τ ∗ in Corollary A1.

Given τ ∗, the optimal market thickness is T ∗ := Tτ∗ . The following proposition describes

how T ∗ varies with the parameters w, ∆ and δ:

Proposition 3. The optimal market thickness T ∗ increases in w(1 − w) and is maximized

by the uniform distribution, that is, by w = 1/2. It also increases in δ and decreases in ∆.

Not surprisingly, T ∗ increases as ∆ decreases and δ increases since either effect decreases

the opportunity cost of waiting. In contrast, the fact that T ∗ is maximized at w = 1/2 is

more subtle as the benefits of increasing market thickness decrease in w. To see this, notice

that S0(w)/S∞(w) = w + 2w(1 − w)∆ measures the fraction of the per trader-pair surplus

in the perfectly thick market that is captured under ex post efficiency in the bilateral trade

problem. It is increasing in w, equal to 2∆ at w = 0 and equal to 1 at w = 1. Thus,

1− S0(w)/S∞(w)

1− 2∆
= 1− w

is a natural measure of the benefits of increasing market thickness as a function of w. That

T ∗ is maximized at w = 1/2 therefore relates to the costs of increasing market thickness (that

is, to the expected delay). The very point of storing an efficient trader (say, a high-value

buyer) who arrives as part of a suboptimal pair is to form and execute an efficient trade in

the next event in the future that a suboptimal pair of the opposite kind (say, containing a

low-cost seller) arrives. The probability that such a pair arrives in any given period being

11Interestingly, the per period probability of any trade, PE(τ) +PS(τ) = w2 +w(1−w)(2τ + 2)/(2τ + 1),
is decreasing in τ . So, seemingly paradoxically, seeing less frequent trade is an indication of market thickness.
However, the overall probability of trade is an unreliable measure of efficiency even in static settings. For
example, if the buyers and sellers draw their types from the same continuous distribution, each agent trades
with probability 1/2 both under ex post efficiency in the bilateral trade setup and in the large market limit.
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Figure 3: A numerical illustration of τ ∗ (left panel) and T ∗ (right panel) as a function of δ
for w = 0.5 and ∆ = 0.1, 0.2.

w(1 − w), it follows that the expected delay is minimized by the uniform distribution. In

other words, optimal market thickness is maximized under the uniform distribution because

it maximizes the probability of a mismatch.12

3.3 The apparent thinness of optimally thick markets

As noted, market thickness, measured by Tτ , increases quickly in τ and satisfies T1 = 2/3.

In other words, storing only one suboptimal trade achieves two-thirds of the maximally

achievable increase in market thickness. Moreover, the marginal product of τ , T1+τ − Tτ =

2/(1 + 2(1 + τ)2), decreases fast in τ , which explains why optimally thick markets are rather

thin when measured by the maximum number of traders present. For example, for the

parameterizations displayed in Figure 3, τ ∗ ≤ 6 for all δ ≤ 0.95. While τ ∗ = 6 is a small

number, particularly in comparison to the large market limit widely used to describe and

analyze competitive markets, by T6 = 0.923, that is, a threshold of six already achieves

more than 92% of the maximally achievable increase in market thickness. Thus, although

a market with a storage threshold of six may seem thin against the backdrop of a large

market with infinitely many traders, its welfare properties are remarkably close to those of

the large market limit. This also implies that there are steeply diminishing returns from

storing additional efficient traders and one might therefore intuitively expect that market

12The feature that the designer is more willing to wait if the probability of a mismatch is large is not
specific to the present setup. As shown in Loertscher et al. (2017) for a setup with two periods and continuous
distributions, relative to trades the designer would execute in a static setting, the designer restricts trades
the least in the first period when the buyer’s and seller’s (virtual) types are close.
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thickness grows slowly in δ. Formally, letting

τ(δ,∆) =
log
(

1−∆
∆

)
1− δ

+
log
(

∆
1−∆

)
2

,

the following proposition provides an upper bound on τ ∗:

Proposition 4. τ ∗ ≤ τ(δ,∆) +O(1− δ).

Proposition 4 shows that optimal market thickness grows slowly—at rate 1/(1 − δ)—as

δ → 1. Measured by the number of traders, optimally thick markets are thin.13 From a

practical perspective, Proposition 4 implies computational tractability.

4 Dynamic mechanisms

We now derive and analyze dynamic mechanisms that account for the agents’ private informa-

tion and implement the welfare- and profit-maximizing policies. We also analyze posted-price

mechanisms and their dynamics.

4.1 Direct mechanisms

By the revelation principle, we can restrict attention to direct, truthful mechanisms without

loss of generality. A direct mechanism 〈Q,M〉 consists of an allocation rule Q = {Qt}t∈N
and a payment rule M = {M t}t∈N. Let Ht := (V × C)t denote the set of histories of agents’

reports up to and including period t. The period t allocation rule Qt : Ht → {0, 1}2t maps

the period t history of agent reports ht to the set of period t allocations, and similarly, the

period t transfer rule M t : Ht → R2t maps this history to the set of period t transfers.

Without loss of generality we can also restrict attention to deterministic mechanisms.

In contrast to the Markov decision process in Section 3, which does not differentiate

between different agents of the same type, we now need to distinguish agents not only by

their type but also by their arrival time, which, given the pairwise arrival process, coincides

with their identity. With this in mind, given a period t history ht ∈ Ht, we denote the

respective period t allocations of buyer and seller i ∈ {1, . . . , t} by QBi
t (ht) and QSi

t (ht).

Similarly, MBi
t (ht) and MSi

t (ht) denote the respective expected transfers from Bi and to Si

in period t given ht. Due to the anonymity of the Markov decision process, mapping a policy

13For example, τ(0.95, 0.4) = 7.01. Even as δ increases to 0.99, we have τ(0.95, 0.4) = 39.45, meaning that
it will not be optimal to store more than 40 identical suboptimal pairs even with a discount factor so close
to 1. In contrast, measured by Tτ , storing 40 suboptimal achieves 98.7 percent of the maximally possible
increases in market thickness.
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π to an allocation rule Q requires augmenting π with a queueing protocol, denoted by µ,

that serves as a tie-breaking rule among agents of the same type.

Although the mechanism design problem is dynamic because the optimal policy varies

with the state, the problem of incentivizing the agents to reveal their private information

is essentially static as the agents’ private information does not evolve over time. The peri-

odic ex post incentive compatibility (P-IC) and periodic ex post individual rationality (P-IR)

constraints require that truthful reporting and participation is optimal for every period t

agent and every history ht−1, regardless of the report of the other period t agent, assuming

that all future agents report truthfully.14 Formally, given a direct mechanism 〈Q,M〉 let

q(θ̂, ϑ,ht−1) and m(θ̂, ϑ,ht−1) denote the discounted probability of trade and expected dis-

counted payment, respectively, for an agent that reports θ̂ at history ht−1 when the other

period t agent reports ϑ.15 For every history ht−1 ∈ Ht−1, v ∈ V and c ∈ C, (P-IC) requires

v = arg max
θ̂∈V

{
vq(θ̂, c,ht−1)−m(θ̂, c,ht−1)

}
,

c = arg max
θ̂∈C

{
m(θ̂, v,ht−1)− cq(θ̂, v,ht−1)

}
,

(P-IC)

while (P-IR) requires

vq(v, c,ht−1)−m(v, c,ht−1) ≥ 0 and m(c, v,ht−1)− cq(c, v,ht−1) ≥ 0. (P-IR)

As mentioned, we consider both the case where the designer maximizes expected dis-

counted social surplus and the case where it maximizes expected discounted profit. In order

to circumvent the indeterminacy that arises under expected discounted social surplus maxi-

mization we assume that the surplus-maximizing designer implements the efficient allocation

with a mechanism that otherwise maximizes the designer’s profits.16 Under the mechanisms

that are optimal given these objectives, the individual rationality constraints bind for buy-

ers of type v and sellers of type c and the incentive compatibility constraints bind locally

downward for buyers of type v and locally upward for sellers of type c (see, for example,

14In the companion paper (Loertscher et al., 2020), we also consider weaker constraints. Interim constraints
require that truthful reporting and participation is optimal for every period t agent and every history
ht−1 ∈ Ht−1, assuming the other period t agent and all future agents report truthfully. Bayesian constraints
require that truthful reporting and participation is optimal for every period t agent, assuming all other
agents report truthfully.

15Since we are dealing with deterministic mechanisms, for the period t buyer we have q(v̂, c,ht−1) =∑∞
i=t δ

t−1QBt
i (hi)P(Hi = hi|Ht = (v̂, c,ht−1)) and m(v̂, c,ht−1) =

∑∞
i=t δ

t−1MBt
i (hi)P(Hi = hi|Ht =

(v̂, c,ht−1)). We can analogously define q(ĉ, v,ht−1) and m(ĉ, v,ht−1) for the period t seller.
16As is well-known, the payoff equivalence theorem does not hold for discrete type spaces. By restricting

attention to the efficient mechanism that otherwise maximizes profit, we avoid this indeterminacy. This is
also the appropriate assumption under which to analyze the possibility of efficient trade.
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Elkind, 2007). These binding constraints yield

m(v, c,ht−1) = vq(v, c,ht−1), m(c, v,ht−1) = cq(c, v,ht−1)

m(v, c,ht−1) = v(q(v, c,ht−1)− q(v, c,ht−1)) + vq(v, c,ht−1), (5)

m(c, c,ht−1) = c(q(c, v,ht−1)− q(c, v,ht−1)) + cq(c, v,ht−1).

The incentive compatibility constraints for the inefficient types are satisfied and the allo-

cation rule is implementable if and only if q(v, c,ht−1) ≥ q(v, c,ht−1) and q(c, v,ht−1) ≥
q(c, v,ht−1).17 The virtual type functions are then given by

Φ(v) := v − w

1− w
(v − v) and Γ(c) := c+

w

1− w
(c− c), (6)

with Φ(v) = v and Γ(c) = c.18

Next, for i ≤ t, let vBi(ht) ∈ V and cSi(ht) ∈ C denote the types of buyer Bi and seller Si

given history ht ∈ Ht, respectively. Expected discounted welfare under any direct, truthful

mechanism that implements the allocation rule Q is then given by

W (Q) :=
∞∑
t=1

t∑
i=1

∑
ht∈Ht

δt−1
(
vBi(ht)Q

Bi
t (ht)− cSi(ht)QSi

t (ht)
)
P(H t = ht). (7)

Following standard mechanism design arguments (see, for example, Loertscher et al., 2020)

expected discounted profit under any direct mechanism that implements the allocation rule

Q under the binding P-IC and P-IR constraints described above19 is given by

R(Q) :=
∞∑
t=1

t∑
i=1

∑
ht∈Ht

δt−1
(
Φ(vBi(ht))Q

Bi
t (ht)− Γ(cSi(ht))Q

Si
t (ht)

)
P(H t = ht). (8)

The designer’s problem is thus to determine allocation rules Q∗0 and Q∗1 that maximize (7)

and (8) respectively subject to the feasibility20, P-IC and P-IR constraints.

17Without loss of generality we can then set, for all t ∈ N and ht ∈ Ht, MBt
t (ht) = m(v̂, c,ht−1) and, for

all i 6= t, MBi
t (ht) = 0. Analogous expressions hold for the sellers.

18With binary types, Φ(v) > Φ(v) and Γ(c) < Γ(c), and so the regularity condition of Myerson (1981) is
always satisfied.

19In the companion paper (Loertscher et al., 2020), we show that the expected discounted profit of the
designer is invariant under the weaker constraints outlined in Footnote 14. Thus, the designer has no incentive
to conceal the history ht−1 ∈ Ht from arriving agents.

20Feasibility requires that, for all t ∈ N and all ht ∈ Ht,
∑t
i=1Q

Bi
t (ht) ≤

∑t
i=1Q

Si
t (ht) and, for all t ∈ N

and sequence of nested histories {hi}∞i=t,
∑∞
i=tQ

Bt
i (hi) ≤ 1 and

∑∞
i=tQ

Sj

i (hi) ≤ 1. The first set of
feasibility constraints ensure that aggregate demand never exceeds aggregate supply, while the second set of
constraints are the dynamic analog of the feasibility constraints from a standard assignment game.
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4.2 Optimal mechanisms

We now solve the designer’s problem and derive the welfare- and profit-maximizing mecha-

nisms. By construction, the optimal policy πτ∗ with ∆ = ∆0 derived in Section 3 maximizes

expected discounted welfare subject to feasibility. We denote the optimal policy correspond-

ing to welfare-maximization by π∗0 and the associated optimal threshold by τ ∗0 .

Next, inspection of (7) and (8) shows the problems of welfare-maximization and profit-

maximization are isomorphic insofar as the latter has the same structure as the former, with

the virtual types replacing the true types. Thus, denoting by ∆1 := Φ(v)−Γ(c) = Φ(v)−Γ(c)

the value of a suboptimal trade to the designer under profit maximization, it follows that

the optimal policy πτ∗ with ∆ = ∆1 is optimal for the profit-maximizing designer. Note that

among other things, this implies the analysis from Section 3 concerning market thickness Tτ

also applies to a profit-maximizing designer. We denote the optimal policy corresponding to

profit-maximization by π∗1 and the associated optimal threshold by τ ∗1 .

Observe that

∆1 = ∆0 −
w

1− w
(1−∆0) < ∆0. (9)

Together with (8) this implies that expected revenue per period under periodic ex post

efficiency (which induces trade in period t if and only if vBt > cSt) is

w2 + 2w(1− w)∆1 = w(2∆0 − w). (10)

This is negative if w > 2∆0. Thus, under this parameter restriction, periodic ex post efficient

trade is not possible without running a deficit. Moreover, we have ∆1 ≤ 0 whenever w ≥ ∆0

and in this case the optimal policy πτ∗ is such that τ ∗ =∞.21

The allocation rules that implement the optimal policies π∗0 and π∗1 are unique only up

to the identities of agents that are cleared from the market when more than one agent of a

given type is present. Thus, as stated in Section 4.1, mapping these policies to an optimal

allocation rule requires that we also specify a queueing protocol µ in order to break ties. In

implementing a threshold policy, the queueing protocol specifies the order in which efficient

traders are cleared from the market when multiple efficient traders of the same type are

present in a single period.22 In expressing the designer’s optimization problem as a Markov

decision process with a simplified state space, we have thus shown that for a given policy the

21Intuitively, ∆1 ≤ 0 implies the profit associated with executing a suboptimal trade is non-positive. Thus,
the designer only executes efficient trades and is willing to store an unbounded number of efficient traders.

22For example, in period t a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queueing protocol gives the lowest priority to the
agents that arrived in period t and clears any stored efficient traders in the order in which they arrived. A
last-in-first-out (LIFO) queueing protocol gives the highest priority to period t agents and clears any stored
efficient types according to a reversed order of arrival.
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designer’s payoff does not vary with the treatment of individual agents. Combining this with

the isomorphism between welfare- and profit-maximization we have the following lemma.23

Lemma 2. Expected discounted welfare and profit under any optimal P-IC and P-IR mech-

anism that implements a policy πτ are independent of the queueing protocol µ.

Putting everything together, the welfare- and profit-maximizing policies can be imple-

mented as follows. First, by Lemma 2, one can select any queueing protocol µ. Together

with an optimal policy πτ∗ this gives rise to an optimal allocation rule Q∗. Second, given

Q∗, one can compute the associated expected discounted allocation rule q∗.24 Provided the

expected discounted allocation rule is implementable, the transfers under the optimal P-IC

and P-IR mechanism can then be computed using (5) and Footnote 17. Formally, we have

the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Both the welfare-maximizing policy π∗0 and the profit-maximizing policy π∗1 can

be implemented with P-IC and P-IR mechanisms.

We conclude this section by discussing properties of these optimal mechanisms, with

a particular focus on the profit-maximizing mechanism and its implications for indirect

taxation and regulation of monopolist market-makers. Combining Proposition 3 with (9)

implies the following corollary:

Corollary 1. A profit-maximizing designer induces optimally more market thickness than a

designer who maximizes expected discounted social surplus.

Corollary 1 is reminiscent of Hotelling’s (1931) finding that a monopolist extracts an

exhaustible resource at a slower rate than a perfectly competitive industry.25

Indirect taxation For perfectly thick markets, as is well known, specific and ad valorem

taxes are equivalent. We now briefly show that in optimally thick markets, ad valorem taxes

23We will shortly see that the invariance described in Lemma 2 does not hold if we restrict the flexibility
with which the designer sets transfers and focus instead on posted-price mechanisms.

24Note that the proof of Theorem 2 contains an explicit calculation of an expected discounted allocation
rule q given a threshold policy πτ and a convenient queueing protocol µ.

25Inefficiently few matches also take place under profit maximization in the dynamic matching model of
Fershtman and Pavan (2019). Corollary 1 does not necessarily extend to finite horizon models with richer
type spaces. For example, Loertscher et al. (2017) consider a two-period version of Myerson and Satterthwaite
(1983) where in every period a buyer-seller pair arrives, with a common discount factor applied to period two
and with each agent drawing her type independently from a continuous distribution with compact support.
Based on static mechanism design intuition, one might expect the designer to increase profit by restricting
trade in each period. However, this leads to a decrease in the probability that period one agents trade in
period two, which reduces the benefit of waiting in period one. Thus, in some cases it is optimal for the
designer to increase period one trade to raise additional profit.
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are superior to specific taxes, assuming that the designer maximizes expected discounted

profits and that authorities can observe and, under an ad valorem tax, tax the designer’s

profit.26 This is analogous to the standard assumption in oligopoly models of indirect tax-

ation that firms’ profits can be observed and taxed.27 Under a specific tax σ > 0 per unit

traded, the value of an efficient trade decreases from 1 to 1 − σ while the value of a sub-

optimal trade decreases from ∆1 to ∆1 − σ. Given σ, the optimal policy of the designer is

thus the same as for our original problem with ∆1 replaced by ∆(σ) = (∆1 − σ)/(1 − σ)

and 1 replaced by 1 − σ. Observe that ∆′(σ) < 0 and ∆(0) = ∆1. Corollary 1, with ∆1

replaced by ∆(σ), thus implies that increasing σ will induce the designer to increase the

threshold τ ∗. Thus, a specific tax distorts the relative value of suboptimal trades, inducing

the market maker to create an excessively thick market and further reducing the welfare

gains of buyers and sellers. When σ > ∆1, the designer will become perfectly patient and

never execute a suboptimal trade. In contrast, an ad valorem tax levied as a percentage on

the designer’s profit will not affect the relative value of a suboptimal trade. Thus, the policy

will not change and an ad valorem tax can be levied without affecting social welfare gains.

Consequently, ad valorem taxes are superior to specific taxes in markets whose thickness is

endogenously determined by profit maximization.28

4.3 Posted-price mechanisms

The optimal direct mechanism asks agents to report types and makes payments and allo-

cations that depend, in general, on the reports of the contemporaneously arriving agents.

In what follows, we focus on one particular class of mechanisms: posted-price mechanisms.

Posted-price mechanisms are simple and widely used in practice. It also allows us to intro-

duce an efficient budget-balanced mechanism and to derive properties of equilibrium price

distributions and dynamics.

Under a posted-price mechanism, the designer posts prices pB for buyers and pS for sellers

at the start of each period. These prices depend, in general, on the state y but not on the

reports of the agents who arrive in that period. Upon arrival, agents observe the state and

the posted prices. Then they indicate the quantities qB ∈ {0, 1/2, 1} and qS ∈ {0, 1/2, 1}
they are willing to trade at the current prices, where qi = 1/2 indicates i is indifferent

26We focus on a profit-maximizing designer to simplify the analysis. Otherwise, we would have to derive
the optimal policies and mechanisms anew and impose an assumption as to how much the designer cares for
tax revenue relative to social surplus and her own profit.

27This analysis extends directly to uniform and fixed frequency market clearing, which are introduced and
analyzed in Section 5 below.

28Observe that the distorting effects of specific taxes vanish as δ approaches 1 because in the limit subop-
timal trades vanish.
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between trading and not trading.

We say that agents bid sincerely if the buyer with value v bids qB(pB) = 1 if v > pB,

qB(pB) = 1/2 if v = pB and qB(pB) = 0 otherwise and the seller with cost c bids qS(pS) = 1

if c < pS, qS(pS) = 1/2 if c = pS and qS(pS) = 0 otherwise. If all agents bid sincerely, and

prices satisfies pB ∈ [v, v] and pS ∈ [c, c], the designer can infer the stored traders’ types.

The designer chooses what trades to execute at the posted prices on the basis of the

demand and supply schedules of all present agents and a policy πτ . In the event of ties, a

queueing protocol specifies how these are broken. Accordingly, a posted-price mechanism is

characterized by the pricing rules pB and pS, policy πτ and queueing protocol µ. In what

follows, we denote by τL (τH) the state y = τ in which the stored agents are sellers (buyers).

Efficient posted-price mechanisms We begin with efficient posted-price mechanisms

and first describe a budget-balanced posted-price mechanism that implements the efficient

policy, provided τ ∗0 ≥ 1. For any state y ∈ {0, . . . , τ ∗0 }, this mechanism posts a uniform price

for the buyers and sellers, that is, pB = pS = pBB0 as follows: pBB0 (y) = 1/2 for y < τ ∗0 ,

pBB0 (τL) = ∆0 and pBB0 (τH) = 1−∆0.

Proposition 5. Provided τ ∗0 ≥ 1, the efficient policy π∗0 can be implemented using a budget-

balanced P-IC and P-IR posted-price mechanism with the uniform pricing rule pB = pS = pBB0

and a last-in-first-out (LIFO) queueing protocol.

Letting

δ∗0 :=
∆0

w(1− w) + ∆0(1− 2w(1− w))
,

the following corollary provides a necessary and sufficient condition for τ ∗0 ≥ 1 and a sufficient

condition for the possibility of efficient trade based on the primitives of the model.

Corollary 2. Since τ ∗0 ≥ 1 is equivalent to δ ≥ δ∗0, the efficient policy can be implemented

without running a deficit if δ ≥ δ∗0.

Proposition 5 provides a reconciliation of sorts of the Coase Theorem, according to which

the ultimate allocation is efficient if transaction costs are negligible, with the mechanism de-

sign literature and the insights of Vickrey (1961), Hurwicz (1972), Myerson and Satterthwaite

(1983) and Gresik and Satterthwaite (1989) that, in static settings, private information can

be an insurmountable transaction cost. In our dynamic setting, the impossibility of efficient

trade—which, as noted, applies to the one-shot bilateral trade problem in our setting if

w > 2∆0—can be overcome as soon as it is efficient to store one suboptimal trade.

Proposition 5 also combines insights from Hagerty and Rogerson (1987) and McAfee

(1992) into a new possibility result. These papers study static allocation problems with
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continuous distributions, where ex post efficient trade is not possible. The posted-price

mechanism from the bilateral trade setting of Hagerty and Rogerson sacrifices an efficient

trade if the buyer’s value is above the seller’s cost but the types are on the same side of the

posted price. Building on this, McAfee considers a setting with multiple buyers and sellers

and a posted-price mechanism that sacrifices one trade that would occur under efficiency—

if the types of the marginal buyer and seller who would trade under efficiency are on the

same side of the posted price. Like McAfee’s mechanism, the posted-price mechanism in our

dynamic setting makes prices a function of some agents’ bids (namely, of those who have

already arrived), and like both Hagerty and Rogerson’s and McAfee’s mechanisms, it does

not execute trades when both the buyer’s and the seller’s types are on the same side of the

posted price. In contrast to static settings, not executing such a trade is efficient, which is

what gives us the possibility result.

The implementation of the efficient policy (provided τ ∗0 ≥ 1) via the budget-balanced

posted-price mechanism also enables us to characterize the stationary price distribution and

derive price dynamics. Let Pt denote the price posted in period t. By Lemma 1, under the

stationary distribution we have P(Pt = v) = P(Pt = c) = 1
2τ∗0 +1

and P(Pt = 1/2) =
2τ∗0−1

2τ∗0 +1
. It

follows that the variance of the posted prices under the stationary distribution is Var(Pt) =
(1−2∆0)2

2(2τ∗0 +1)
. Thus, we have the following corollary to Proposition 5:

Corollary 3. The probability P(Pt = 1/2) increases in δ and w(1−w) and decreases in ∆0.

The variance Var(Pt) decreases in δ and w(1 − w). Moreover, limδ→1 P(Pt = 1/2) = 1 and

limδ→1 Var(Pt) = 0.

These comparative statics results largely mirror the comparative statics of τ ∗0 . The ex-

ception is the effect of the value of a suboptimal trade, ∆0, on the variance, which cannot

be signed in general.29 These results also resonate with convergence results in the literature

on the microfoundation of competitive equilibria. Satterthwaite and Shneyerov (2007) and

Lauermann (2013) provide sufficient conditions for equilibria in dynamic search and matching

settings to converge to the (static) Walrasian equilibrium as search frictions—parametrized

by a discount factor—vanish. A subtle but important difference in our setting is that the

posted-price mechanism is efficient for any δ, provided only that δ ≥ δ∗0.

The budget-balanced posted-price mechanism also allows us to connect our measures

of market thickness with the concept of an agent’s likely price impact, denoted pim(τ ∗0 ),

which we define as the probability that the agent’s arrival changes the posted price from

the Walrasian price of 1/2 to one of the extremal prices ∆0 or 1−∆0 under the stationary

29An increase in ∆0 both shifts probability mass away from 1/2 and narrows the gap between the lowest
price ∆0 and the highest price 1−∆0 in the support.
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Figure 4: For the same realizations of the arrival process with w = 0.5 and ∆ = 0.2 and
the efficient allocation, we plot the budget-balanced posted price pBB0 (black), as well as the
buyers’ price pB0 (blue) and the sellers’ price pS0 (purple) under the profit-maximizing posted
price mechanism. We also shade the bid-ask spread pB0 − pS0 under the profit-maximizing
posted-price mechanism. Panel (a) illustrates the market clearing policy τ ∗0 = 3 (which,
from Figure 3, is optimal under the discount factor range δ ∈ [0.935, 0.962]) and Panel (b)
illustrates τ ∗0 = 6 (which is optimal under the discount factor range δ ∈ [0.984, 0.987]).

distribution. That is,

pim(τ ∗0 ) := P(Pt = v|pt−1 = 1/2) = P(Pt = c|pt−1 = 1/2) =
w(1− w)

2τ ∗0 + 1
=

1

2
PS(τ ∗0 ).

Thus, knowledge of pim(0) and pim(τ ∗0 ) allows one to construct our measure of market thick-

ness T ∗, using the equivalence (4), to obtain T ∗ = ρτ∗0 = 1− pim(τ ∗0 )/pim(0).

With small adjustments, we obtain a profit-maximizing posted-price mechanism that im-

plements the efficient policy provided τ ∗0 ≥ 1. The pricing rule pB0 (y) and pS0 (y) is such that

pB0 (y) = 1 and pS0 (y) = 0 for y < τ ∗0 , pB0 (τL) = ∆0 and pS0 (τL) = 0 and pB0 (τH) = 1 and

pS0 (τH) = 1−∆0.

Proposition 6. The posted-price mechanism with pricing rule pB0 (y) = 1 and pS0 (y) = 0 for

y < τ ∗0 , pB0 (τL) = ∆0 and pS0 (τL) = 0 and pB0 (τH) = 1 and pS0 (τH) = 1 − ∆0 and a LIFO

queueing protocol provides a P-IC and P-IR implementation of the efficient market clearing

policy π∗0, provided τ ∗0 ≥ 1. Moreover, this mechanism maximizes the market maker’s profit

within the class of efficient posted-price mechanisms.

Figure 4 shows sample paths of posted-price mechanisms. Both panels display the paths

of the budget-balanced price pBB0 (y) and the profit-maximizing bid and ask prices pS0 (y) and
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pB0 (y) that implement the efficiency policy for the same realizations of values and costs. Panel

(a) has a storage threshold of 3 and panel (b) a threshold of 6. As the storage threshold

increases, the volatility of prices decreases, indicating that the comparative statics of the

stationary distribution are borne out in the “comparative” dynamics.

The intuition behind Proposition 6 is as follows. If the designer increases any of the

posted prices in any state, the mechanism will fail to implement the efficient allocation. So

we have found the profit-maximizing posted-price implementation, provided the appropriate

incentive constraints hold. Checking the P-IR constraints and the P-IC constraints for

worst-off types is completely routine, while the P-IC constraints hold for the efficient types

by virtue of the LIFO queueing protocol, which ensures that efficient types that do not bid

sincerely eventually leave the market without trading.

The posted-price mechanism in Proposition 6 yields less profit for the designer than the

optimal efficient mechanism due to the loss in profit associated with executing efficient trades

in state y = τ ∗. Accounting for this loss, the profit associated with executing a suboptimal

trade in any state y ≥ 1 is given by ∆PP
1 := ∆0−(1−∆0)/(1−w), where ∆PP

1 < min{∆1, 0}.
Using ∆PP

1 we construct “posted-price virtual” type functions

ΦPP (v) = v − v − v
1− w

and ΓPP (c) = c+
c− c
1− w

,

with ΦPP (v) = v and ΓPP (c) = c, that account for how restriction to the class of posted-price

mechanisms impacts the profit of designer and the informational rents of the agents in any

state y ≥ 1. Formally, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 7. The profit-maximizing efficient posted-price mechanism yields strictly less

profit than the optimal efficient mechanism, and can be derived from R(Q) as defined in (8)

with the virtual types replaced by their posted-price counterparts.

Profit-maximizing posted-price mechanism We now specify the profit-maximizing

posted-price mechanism. The condition

w(1−∆0)

1− δ
− w(1− w)√

(1− δ)(1− δ + 4δw(1− w))
≥ 0 (11)

plays an important role in characterizing the profit-maximizing posted-price mechanism.30

Proposition 8. If w ≥ ∆0 or if ∆0 > w and (11) holds, then the profit-maximizing posted-

price mechanism involves the pricing rule pB(y) = 1 and pS(y) = 0 in every state. Otherwise,

30Note that the left-hand side of (11) increases monotonically in δ, that (11) is violated when δ = 0 and
that (11) always holds in the limit as δ → 1.
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the profit-maximizing posted-price mechanism has the pricing rule pB(y) = 1 and pS(y) =

1 − ∆0 (or, equivalently, pB(y) = ∆0 and pS(y) = 0) in every state. These mechanisms

satisfy P-IC and P-IR.

When w ≥ ∆0 the profit-maximizing posted-price mechanism coincides with the profit-

maximizing mechanism since ∆1 ≤ 0, which implies that the profit-maximizing mechanism

only executes efficient trades. For w < ∆0, the profit-maximizing mechanism generates more

profit than the profit-maximizing posted-price mechanism. Unlike the posted-price mech-

anisms that implement the efficient policy, the profit-maximizing posted-price mechanism

involves posting the same bid-ask spread in every state. Since ∆PP
1 < 0 for all states y ≥ 1,

this mechanism must post a bid-ask spread of 1 for all states y ≥ 1. Thus, the underly-

ing policy must be to either clear a given type of suboptimal trade whenever one becomes

available or clear an efficient trade whenever one becomes available.

4.4 Accounting for second-best mechanisms

The derivation of optimal market thickness in Section 3 was based on the assumption that

if no trades are ever stored, the suboptimal trades are always executed when available. Of

course, as noted above, periodic ex post efficiency is not possible without running a deficit if

w > 2∆0. We now briefly show that accounting for this incentive problem does not invalidate

the conclusions derived above. If anything, the relative gains from increasing market thick-

ness are even larger. In particular, for w > 2∆0, the static second-best mechanism always

executes efficient trades and executes suboptimal trades with probability qSB := w
2(w−∆0)

,

generating an expected surplus SSB0 (w). Denote by τSB the optimal threshold policy ac-

counting for the second-best mechanism in the static problem and by T SBτ =
Sτ (w)−SSB0

S∞(w)−SSB0 (w)

the relative gains from increasing market thickness when accounting for the second-best

mechanism in the static problem. Finally, denote by δSB the value of the discount factor

such that τSB = 0 if and only if δ ≤ δSB, which is the analogue for second-best mechanisms

to δ∗0 defined above Corollary 2.

Proposition 9. Assume w > 2∆0. For any τ ≥ 1, we have T SBτ > Tτ . Further, δSB < δ∗0

holds, and we have τSB0 = 1 for any δ ∈ (δSB, δ∗0] and τSB0 = τ ∗0 for any δ > δ∗0.

Accounting for second-best mechanisms in the static problem increases the returns to

increasing market thickness for two reasons. First, for a given threshold we have τ ≥ 1,

T SBτ > Tτ since the gains from static, second-best trade are smaller. Second, because the

static second-best mechanism effectively reduces the value of a suboptimal trade, the designer

is more inclined to store one suboptimal trade once one accounts for second-best mechanisms

in the static bilateral trade problem. This is reflected in fact that δSB < δ∗0.
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We now show that an analogous result also applies to Proposition 2. Specifically, assum-

ing that buyers and sellers draw their types independently from continuous distributions F

and G that satisfy the assumption stated in Section 2, we show that there exists a P-IC and

P-IR mechanism with two classes, called two-class threshold mechanism, that in expectation

balances the budget in every period and implements the threshold policy πτ .

Denoting by SSB0 the expected per-period welfare in the one-shot second-best mechanism

when the buyer and seller draw their types from the prior distributions, STCτ the per-period

expected welfare in the two-class threshold mechanism with threshold τ and T TCτ =
STCτ −SSB0

S∞−SSB0

the relative increase in market thickness in the two-class threshold mechanism, we have:

Proposition 10. The two-class threshold mechanism satisfies P-IC and P-IR, balances the

budget in expectation in every period and implements any threshold policy πτ . The probability

that trade occurs at the Walrasian price p goes to 1 as τ goes to infinity. Moreover, for any

τ ≥ 1, we have T TCτ > Tτ .

Proposition 10 mirrors many of the features of the posted-price mechanisms for the binary

type setup. The two-class threshold mechanism is almost a posted-price mechanism. Only in

the instance when an efficient trader of the type stored arrives in state y = τ will one need to

“take a closer look” and run a second-best mechanism, which is different from posted prices.

Because these instances become rarer as τ increases, it is also the case that the variance

of the price distribution will decrease as τ increases. Thus, the comparative statics of the

price distribution in Corollary 3 are not so much driven by the binary type assumption as

by the fact that a threshold mechanism is used. Moreover, even though a threshold policy

with τ = 1 does not eliminate all incentive problems with continuous types, storing traders

alleviates the incentives just like it does with binary types. As shown in the proof, the

second-best mechanism with a stored trader outperforms the second-best mechanism in the

one-shot bilateral trade problem, and as a consequence, market thickness increases even

faster when accounting for incentives, that is, T TCτ > Tτ .

5 Approximately optimal market clearing

The optimal policy πτ∗ derived in Section 3 discriminates among different traders present

at the same time. For example, if an efficient pair arrives, an efficient trade is always

immediately executed, regardless of the state, which implies that not all trades are cleared

at once. The optimal policy πτ∗ thus involves discriminatory market clearing. In reality,

market clearing often takes a cruder form.31 Under what we call uniform market clearing,

31For example, in foreign exchange spot markets such as Thomson Reuters, ParFX, and EBS, clearing is
uniform in that all compatible orders are cleared at once. However, the time intervals that elapse between
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the entire market is cleared at the time of clearing, and we speak of fixed frequency market

clearing if, in addition to market clearing being uniform, the market is cleared at fixed

intervals. We now analyze social surplus under these alternative market clearing regimes

and show, among other things, that as δ → 1, the specific form of dynamic market clearing

does not matter from a social surplus perspective. We also show that, for δ → 1, expected

discounted profit-maximization generates more welfare than static ex post efficient trade.

We defer the derivation and analysis of the class of optimal mechanisms under uniform and

fixed frequency market clearing to Appendix B and C.

For α ∈ {0, 1}, we let WD
α denote expected discounted social surplus (starting from an

empty market at t = 0) under optimal discriminatory market clearing. That is, WD
0 and

WD
1 respectively denote expected discounted social surplus under the policies πτ∗0 and πτ∗1 .

Similarly, WU
α and W F

α respectively denote expected discounted social surplus for optimal

uniform and fixed frequency market clearing. Expected discounted social surplus under

periodic ex post efficient trade is denoted W 0
0 and given by W 0

0 = S0(w)/(1− δ).32 Finally,

expected discounted profit W 0
1 under periodic profit-maximizing bilateral trade is W 0

1 =

(w2 +2w(1−w) max{∆1, 0})/(1−δ). Discriminatory market clearing is the least restricted—

and hence most sophisticated—market clearing policy among those considered here and

periodic ex post efficient trade the most restricted—and hence least sophisticated. For

α ∈ {0, 1}, the following are then natural measures of the relative gains from additional

sophistication: GD,U
α (δ) := 1−WU

α (δ)/WD
α (δ), GU,F

α (δ) := 1−W F
α (δ)/WU

α (δ) and GF,0
α (δ) :=

1 −W 0
α(δ)/W F

α (δ). Note that the definition of W 0
0 (δ) does not account for incentives, so if

anything it overestimates welfare under periodic ex post efficient trade. In contrast, as shown

in Theorems B1 and C2 in the Online Appendices, both uniform and fixed frequency market

clearing permit P-IC and P-IR implementation. Hence, GF,0
0 (δ) provides a lower bound for

the gains from fixed frequency market clearing relative to static ex post efficiency.

Theorem 3. limδ→1G
D,U
α (δ) = limδ→1G

U,F
α (δ) = 0 < (1− w)(1− 2∆α) = limδ→1G

F,0
α (δ).

According to Theorem 3, the relative gains from additional sophistication vanish while

the relative gains from any degree of sophistication relative to instantaneous trade remain

clearings depend on the orders received. In other trading venues, such as the Global Dairy Trade in New
Zealand, market clearing is both uniform and occurs at a fixed frequency.

32Under continuous-time double auction mechanisms feasible trades are also executed immediately. Thus,
the outcome of periodic ex efficient trade is the same as the outcome that would result under a continuous-
time double auction with truthful bidding. However, continuous-time double auctions are not incentive
compatible as the bid of a given trader affects both the probability of trade and, in the event that trade
occurs, the market price. Under strategic bidding one would expect efficient types to bid shade in order to
avoid trading with an inefficient type so that they receive a higher expected payoff. Although the equilibrium
behavior of a continuous-time double auction is difficult to characterize (see for example, Satterthwaite and
Williams, 2002), the outcome under the first-best mechanism provides an efficiency benchmark for evaluating
the outcome of a continuous-time double auction.
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Figure 5: The relative gains from additional sophistication.

strictly positive as δ approaches 1. This phenomenon is illustrated numerically in Figure

5. The outcome under periodic ex post efficient trade coincides with the efficient outcome

when δ is so close to 0 that storing is not efficient.

Next, we compare social surplus under the profit-maximizing mechanisms to those under

periodic ex post efficient trade. Note that a simple argument based on less constrained

optimization cannot be used: As one goes from periodic ex post efficient trade to profit-

maximizing discriminatory market clearing, one not only eliminates constraints but also

alters the objective that is maximized.

Theorem 4. For all k ∈ {D,U, F} there exists δk ∈ [0, 1) such that W k
1 (δk) = W 0

0 (δk) and

W k
1 (δk) > W 0

0 (δk) for all δ > δk.

By Theorem 4, for sufficiently large discount factors, profit-maximization generates more

expected discounted social than periodic ex post efficient trade. This is so because efficient

types trade with relatively high probability under the profit-maximizing mechanism, which

is efficient for a sufficiently large discount factor.33

6 Related literature

With its focus on optimal market thickness, our paper relates to the literature on double

auctions, such as Gresik and Satterthwaite (1989), Satterthwaite and Williams (1989, 2002),

McAfee (1992), Rustichini et al. (1994), and Cripps and Swinkels (2006), whose origins

go back to the impossibility theorem of Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983). Apart from

33The gist of this result does, again, not depend on the distributions being binary. For example, if buyers
and sellers draw their types independently from the uniform distribution on [0, 1], expected social surplus
under ex post efficiency in the bilateral trade setting is 1/6. Under profit-maximization in the large market
limit, per trader-pair social surplus is 3/16. This also shows that our result is not driven by the fact that in
our setting monopoly in the large market limit is not inefficient. The superior sorting in the large market
limit outweighs the efficiency loss due to rent extraction by the monopoly in the uniform-uniform case.
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the dynamics inherent to its setting, our paper differs from the focus and approach of this

literature in two ways. The driving force for increasing market thickness in our approach is

to improve sorting, and we derive the optimal degree of market thickness in the binary type

setting.

As we study a dynamic version with binary types of the classical bilateral trade prob-

lem of Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983), our paper also relates to the literature on the

(im)possibility of efficient trade with private information, initiated by Vickrey (1961), Hur-

wicz (1972) and Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983), and the Coase Theorem (Coase, 1960).34

In particular, we show that with binary types efficient trade is possible as soon as the efficient

policy in the dynamic setting differs from periodic ex post efficiency and can be implemented

with a budget-balanced price posting mechanism. This mechanism combines insights from

the static mechanisms of Hagerty and Rogerson (1987) and McAfee (1992), in which a

posted price sometimes sacrifices an efficient trade to avoid a deficit, into the dynamic set-

ting, in which trades are not sacrificed but merely stored, which is efficient.35 In turn, the

posted-price implementation also allows us to relate the equilibrium price distribution with

the literature on the microfoundations of Walrasian equilibrium such as Satterthwaite and

Shneyerov (2007) and Lauermann (2013), which establishes convergence to efficiency and to

the large market limit Walrasian price as frictions vanish. In our setting, the equilibrium

price distribution also converges to a mass point at this price as the discount factor goes

to one, but in contrast to that literature, the equilibrium is efficient for any discount factor

such that storing is optimal.

The paper also relates to the vast literature on mechanism and market design, which is

one of the major achievements of economics over the past half century or so (see Börgers,

2015, for an introduction and overview of this literature). With a few notable exceptions

that we discuss next, the main bulk of this body of research has confined attention to

static, one-shot allocation problems in which all the relevant agents and their information,

albeit privately held, are present at the outset. In particular, we apply the techniques

developed by Myerson (1981) to a dynamic setting with discrete types and two-sided private

information static versions of which have previously been studied by, among others, Myerson

and Satterthwaite (1983). We use the notions of periodic ex post incentive compatibility

and individual rationality that were introduced by Bergemann and Välimäki (2010). Much

34Milgrom (2017) provides persuasive arguments that complexity may be an additional source of transac-
tion costs impeding efficient (re)allocation.

35There is an important difference between our possibility result and the recent literature on the
(im)possibility of efficient bilateral trade in repeated settings that started with Athey and Miller (2007),
where the efficient policy does not vary with the discount factor and more patience merely slackens the
individual rationality constraints. In contrast, in our setting, it is precisely the change in the efficient policy
resulting from increases in the discount factor that renders efficient trade without a deficit possible.
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of the recent literature on dynamic mechanism design, including Athey and Miller (2007),

Bergemann and Välimäki (2010), Athey and Segal (2013), Pavan et al. (2014) and Skrzypacz

and Toikka (2015), studies settings in which a static population of agents receives private

information over time. In contrast, our paper considers a dynamic population of agents with

persistent types. In such setups, the current allocation decision determines the set of feasible

allocations in future periods and the designer faces the optimal timing problem of deciding

when to run a static mechanism. Recent contributions to this strand of literature include

Parkes and Singh (2003), Gershkov and Moldovanu (2010) and Board and Skrzypacz (2016).

However, none of the aforementioned papers explicitly address the optimal timing problem,

consider varying degrees of sophistication of the mechanisms or compare welfare and profit

maximization.36

Our paper is methodologically related to the recent literature on dynamic matching

where monetary transfers cannot be used to incentivize agents. For example, building on

Ünver (2010) and Anderson et al. (2017), Akbarpour et al. (2020) study efficiency in a

dynamic matching model in which exchange possibilities have a network structure. Our

paper draws inspiration from the work of Baccara et al. (forthcoming), which, motivated

by the problem of matching children and parents in an adoption “market,” considers a

dynamic, two-sided matching problem. Their efficient algorithm is similar to the optimal

market clearing policy in our paper. There are, however, crucial differences. We adhere to the

standard assumptions in the dynamic mechanism design literature of geometric discounting

and quasilinear payoffs.37 This permits the use of monetary transfers to incentivize agents

and allows us to study a broad range of questions that cannot be addressed in a setting

without transfers. At the heart of optimal market thickness is the tradeoff between the

benefits of better trading opportunities accruing from accumulating traders and the cost of

delay. This tradeoff has been studied in different but related environments by, among other

others, Vayanos (1999), Rostek and Weretka (2015) and Du and Zhu (2017). In particular,

Du and Zhu (2017) derive the optimal trading frequency when new information arrives over

time. Our paper complements their analysis by deriving the optimal trading mechanism.

Our companion paper (Loertscher et al., 2020) shows that the Markov decision process

methodology is flexible and can be used to analyze a variety of extensions. It constructs the

Markov decision process for finite discrete type spaces and proves appropriately generalized

versions of Proposition 3, Theorems 2, 3 and 4 and Corollaries 1 and 2. It also considers

several generalizations of the arrival process, including unpaired arrivals, continuous-time

36Recent papers that address the optimal timing problem in one-sided settings include Pai and Vohra
(2013) and Mierendorff (2016) and references therein.

37See, for example, Athey and Miller (2007), Bergemann and Välimäki (2010), Athey and Segal (2013),
Pavan et al. (2014) and Skrzypacz and Toikka (2015).
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arrivals, group arrivals and multi-unit traders.

7 Conclusions

Optimally thick markets efficiently balance the gains from improved sorting against the cost

of delay. We show that, measured by the maximum numbers of traders present at any point

in time, optimally thick markets are surprisingly thin, with the maximum number of traders

often being in the single digits. At the same time, when evaluated by how much of the

maximum achievable per trader-pair welfare increase is reaped, even seemingly thin markets

are surprisingly thick: storing one suboptimal trade rather than none achieves two-thirds of

the maximum increase that is obtained by going from the perfectly thin bilateral trade setup

to the perfectly thick large market limit. We also show that this number does not depend

on distributional assumptions. The paper thus provides an explanation for why typical real-

world markets have few traders and so differ, observationally, from the textbook model of

competitive markets and for why this model still provides a reasonably good approximation

for the behaviour of these markets. Our results pertaining to continuous distributions also

show that first-order gains can be achieved by simple, coarse mechanisms.

There are many avenues for future research. That larger markets improve sorting seems

worth exploring and understanding more generally and systematically. For example, it would

be useful to know for, say, continuous distributions under which conditions the benefits of

increasing market thickness are largest. Alternatively, one could augment the model we study

to allow for strategic arrival and the possibility of arbitrage. Applying the methodology and

insights from this paper to other environments, where, for example, agents’ efficient trading

positions are endogenous, also seems promising. Furthermore, a point of much interest in the

finance literature has been that large institutional traders optimally reduce their price impact

by breaking up their trades when a fixed, suboptimal mechanism is used to clear the market.

In light of this, an interesting extension of our model would be to accommodate large traders

and to analyze the impact of traders’ size on the optimal market clearing mechanism. Last

but not least, as in dynamic settings like ours the efficient policy is not a prior-free concept,

the development of incentive compatible, prior-free dynamic mechanisms whose allocation

rules converge to an efficient one would be valuable and interesting.
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Appendix

A Proofs

A.1 Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. By Theorem 6.2.10 of Puterman (1994) there exists a deterministic stationary optimal

policy of the Markov decision process. Furthermore, the optimal policy must immediately

clear any efficient pairs that are available in each state x. These pairs yield the maximal

gains from trade and hence there is no benefit associated with storing such pairs. Next, note

that sample paths of the Markov decision process are such that if xS efficient traders are

stored in a given period then xS−1 efficient traders must have been stored in some previous

period. Thus, if xS efficient traders are stored under the stationary optimal policy, it must

also be optimal to retain xS − 1 efficient trades. Finally, an unbounded number of efficient

traders cannot be stored under the optimal policy since as the number of stored suboptimal

pairs diverges to infinity, the expected number of periods until all stored suboptimal pairs

are rematched also diverges to infinity. Thus, the expected discounted benefit of storing

an additional suboptimal pair converges to zero, while the benefit of immediately clearing

a suboptimal pair is always ∆ > 0. Putting all this together, there exists a maximum

number τ ∗ of suboptimal trades which can be optimally stored and the optimal policy π∗ is

a threshold policy.

A.2 Proof of Lemma 1

Proof. The transition matrix P of the Markov chain {Yt}t∈N is given by

P =


1−2λ 2λ 0 ··· 0 0 0
λ 1−2λ λ 0 0 0
0 λ 1−2λ 0 0 0
...

... ... ... ... ...
...

0 0 0 1−2λ λ 0
0 0 0 λ 1−2λ λ
0 0 0 ... 0 λ 1−λ

,
where λ = w(1 − w). So we are dealing with a simple birth-and-death process (see, for

example, pages 184–189 in Borovkov, 2014). For such processes, it is well-known that the

stationary distribution of the Markov chain {Yt}t∈N is given by κ.
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A.3 Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. In the static bilateral trade setup, expected per period surplus is

S0 =

∫ 1

0

∫ v

0

(v − c) dg(c)dF (v)

= (1− F (p))G(p)(v − c) +G(p)F (p)∆L + (1− F (p))(1−G(p))∆H ,

where ∆L :=
∫ p
0

∫ v
0 (v−c)dG(c)dF (v)

F (p)G(p)
, ∆H :=

∫ 1
p

∫ v
p (v−c)dG(c)dF (v)

(1−F (p))(1−G(p))
and (v − c) :=

∫ 1
p

∫ p
0 (v−c)dG(c)dF (v)

(1−F (p))G(p)
.

Recalling that G(p) = w = 1−F (p), this is the same as S0 = w2(v− c)+2w(1−w)∆̃, where

∆̃ = (∆H + ∆L)/2 is the expected surplus of a suboptimal trade.

Consider now the dynamic mechanism that separates buyers and sellers into two classes:

efficient traders, meaning v ≥ p and c ≤ p, and inefficient traders, meaning v < p and

c > p. The mechanism immediately executes trades between efficient trader pairs and stores

identical efficient traders—buyers with v ≥ p or sellers with c ≤ p—up to some threshold

τ . Note that this mechanism does not distinguish the nature of these traders (i.e. whether

they arrived as part of a suboptimal pair that creates surplus ∆H or ∆L). However, since

each type of suboptimal pair arrives with an equal probability, a suboptimal trade creates

an expected surplus of ∆̃. Setting ∆0 = ∆̃/(v− c), our analysis from the binary type setting

applies and we have, in particular, that the relative increase in market thickness from storing

τ efficient traders is Tτ .

A.4 Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. Since T ∗ = 2τ∗

2τ∗+1
is increasing in τ ∗, it suffices to prove each of the comparative statics

results for τ ∗. That is, we show that τ ∗ is increasing in δ, ∆ and w(1−w). To accomplish this

we derive and solve the Bellman equations that characterize τ ∗. Taking any y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , τ}
we let V D

τ (y) denote the expected present value of having y identical efficient traders stored

at the end of a period under the threshold policy πτ .

First, we characterize τ ∗ for τ ∗ ≥ 2. Let λ = w(1− w) and take any threshold policy πτ

with τ ≥ 1. For y ∈ {1, . . . , τ − 1}, this policy is characterized by the Bellman equation

V D
τ (y) = δ

[
w2(1 + V D

τ (y)) + λ(1 + V D
τ (y − 1) + V D

τ (y + 1)) + (1− w)2V D
τ (y)

]
, (12)
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with boundary conditions

V D
τ (0) = δ

[
w2(1 + V D

τ (0)) + 2λV D
τ (1) + (1− w)2V D

τ (0)
]
,

V D
τ (τ) = δ

[
w2(1 + V D

τ (τ)) + λ(1 + V D
τ (τ − 1) + ∆α + V D

τ (τ)) + (1− w)2V D
τ (τ)

]
.

Since ∆ is the instances reward from clearing a single suboptimal pair, the optimal threshold

τ ∗ is characterized by the stopping condition

V D
τ∗ (τ

∗)− V D
τ∗ (τ

∗ − 1) > ∆ and V D
τ∗+1(τ ∗ + 1)− V D

τ∗+1(τ ∗) ≤ ∆. (13)

Next, set Ṽ D
τ (y) = V D

τ (y)−V D
τ (y−1). Then for τ ≥ 2 and y ∈ {2, . . . , τ−1}, Ṽ D

τ (y) satisfies

Ṽ D
τ (y) = δ

[
(1− 2λ)Ṽ D

τ (y) + λṼ D
τ (y − 1) + λṼ D

τ (y + 1))
]
,

with boundary conditions

Ṽ D
τ (1) = δ

[
λ+ (1− 3λ)Ṽ D

τ (1) + λṼ D
τ (2)

]
,

Ṽ D
τ (τ) = δ

[
λ∆ + (1− 2λ)Ṽ D

τ (τ) + λṼ D
τ (τ − 1)

]
.

Solving this last recursion in Mathematica without the boundary condition at y = τ yields

Ṽ D
τ (y) =

(z−
2

)n
k0 +

(z+

2

)n(2− (a+ 2)k0

b+ 2

)
,

where

z± = 2±
√

(1− δ)(1− δ + 4δw(1− w))± (1− δ)
δw(1− w)

(14)

and the constant k0 is pinned down by the boundary condition at y = τ . Elementary

calculations (which we omit here for the sake of brevity) show that z+ > 2 and z+ ∈ (0, 2).

Imposing the boundary condition at y = τ in Mathematica yields

k0 =
2zτ−1

+ (2δλz+ − δz+ + z+ − 2δλ)− (z+ + 2)δ∆λ2m

(z− + 2)zτ−1
+ (2δλz+ − δz+ + z+ − 2δλ)− (z+ + 2)zτ−1

− (2δλz− + z− − δz− − 2δλ)
.
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and putting everything together we have

Ṽ D
τ (τ) =

(z+ − 2)
(
z+z−

2

)τ
+ ∆z+

(
2zτ−1

+ − zτ−
)

zτ+1
+ − 2zτ−

⇒ Ṽ D
τ (τ) + ∆ =

(z+ − 2)
[(

z+z−
2

)τ −∆
(
zτ+ + zτ−

)]
zτ+1

+ − 2zτ−
.

Thus, by (13), τ ∗ ≥ τ for τ ≥ 2 if and only if(z+z−
2

)τ
−∆

(
zτ+ + zτ−

)
≥ 0.

Second, We characterize when τ ∗ ≥ 1. In particular, letting λ = w(1 − w), V1(0) and

V1(1) satisfy the Bellman equation

V1(0) = δ
[
w2(1 + V1(0)) + 2λV1(1) + (1− w)2V1(0)

]
,

V1(1) = δ
[
w2(1 + V1(1)) + λ(1 + V1(0) + ∆ + V1(1)) + (1− w)2V1(1)

]
.

Solving this recursion in Mathematica yields

V1(0) =
δ (2δ∆λ2 + w2(δ(λ− 1) + 1) + 2δλw)

(1− δ)(δ(3λ− 1) + 1)
, (15)

V1(1) =
δ (∆λ(δ(2λ− 1) + 1) + δλw2 + w(δ(2λ− 1) + 1))

(1− δ)(δ(3λ− 1) + 1)
.

Since we also have V0(0) = δ(w2 + 2λ∆)/(1− δ), τ ∗ ≥ 1 provided

(2δ∆λ2 + w2(δ(λ− 1) + 1) + 2δλw)

(1− δ)(δ(3λ− 1) + 1)
≥ w2 + 2λ∆

1− δ
⇔ 2λ(∆ + δ(∆(2λ− 1)− λ))

(1− δ)(−1 + δ − 3δλ)
≥ 0.

Now, since δ ∈ [0, 1) and λ > 0 we have 1 − δ > 0 and −1 + δ − 3δλ < 0. Hence, this last

inequality is equivalent to 2λ(∆+δ(∆(2λ−1)+λ)) ≤ 0. Rearranging, we obtain that τ ∗ ≥ 1

if and only if

δ − ∆

λ+ ∆(1− 2λ)
≥ 0. (16)

We are now in a position to prove the desired comparative statics results. First, since

every term in the recursion that characterizes Ṽ D
τ (y) for τ ≥ 2 is increasing in δ, it follows

from (13) that τ ∗ is increasing in δ for τ ∗ ≥ 2. Furthermore, since the right-hand side of

(16) is increasing in δ, putting everything together we have that τ ∗ is increasing in δ.
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Second, for τ ≥ 2 we have

d (Ṽ D
τ (τ) + ∆)

d∆
= −

(zτ+ − 2)(zτ+ + zτ−)

zτ+1
+ − 2zτ−

< 0

where the inequality follows from z+ > 2 and z− ∈ (0, 2). It then follows from (13) that τ ∗

is decreasing in ∆ for τ ∗ ≥ 2. Furthermore, since

d

d∆

(
δ − ∆

λ+ ∆(1− 2λ)

)
=

λ

(λ+ ∆(1− 2λ))2
< 0

we have that the right-hand side of (16) is decreasing in ∆. Putting everything together we

have that τ ∗ is decreasing in ∆.

Finally, using Mathematica for τ ≥ 2 we have

d Ṽ D
τ (τ)

d λ
=

1− δ
λ
√

(1− δ)(1− δ + 4δλ)

((
2τzτ− + (τ + 1)zτ+1

+

) (
∆
(
2zτ+ − z+z

τ
−
)

+ 2τ (z+ − 2)
)(

zτ+1
+ − 2zτ−

)2

+
4∆(τ − 1)zτ− + 8∆τzτ−1

+ + 2τ+2

z−
(
zτ+1

+ − 2zτ−
) )

> 0,

where the inequality follows from z+ > 2 and z− ∈ (0, 2). It then follows from (13) that τ ∗

is increasing in λ for τ ∗ ≥ 2. Furthermore, since

d

d λ

(
δ − ∆

λ+ ∆(1− 2λ)

)
=

∆(1− 2∆)

(λ+ ∆(1− 2λ))2
> 0

we have that the right-hand side of (16) is increasing in λ. Putting everything together we

have that τ ∗ is increasing in λ. Thus, τ ∗ is increasing in λ = w(1−w) as required and, given

values of δ and ∆, τ ∗ is maximized when w = 1/2.

The proof of this proposition has the following useful corollary.

Corollary A1. τ ∗ ≥ 1 if and only if δ ≥ ∆/(w(1− w) + ∆(1− 2w(1− w))) and, for τ ≥ 2,

τ ∗ ≥ τ if and only if
(
z+z−

2

)τ ≥ ∆
(
zτ+ + zτ−

)
, where z± is defined in (14).

A.5 Proof of Proposition 4

Proof. Consider the decision to store the jth efficient trader. The instantaneous reward from

clearing this trader immediately is ∆, while an upper bound on the payoff associated with
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storing this trader is δj(1−∆).38 For storing the jth trader to be profitable, we must have

δj(1 −∆) > ∆. Hence, τ ∗ must be such that τ ∗ < log
(

∆
1−∆

)
/log (δ). In the limit as δ → 1

(i.e. taking a Laurent series expansion of 1/ log(δ) about δ = 1), we have an upper bound

on τ ∗ of

τ ∗ ≤
log
(

1−∆
∆

)
1− δ

+
log
(

∆
1−∆

)
2

+O(1− δ).

A.6 Proof of Lemma 2

Proof. Given any policy π, we can compute expected discounted social surplus under π using

the reward function r(xE, xS) = xE + ∆0xS. Thus, expected discounted social welfare is in-

variant to the queueing protocol µ. Furthermore, assuming that the policy π is implemented

using an optimal mechanism, we can computed expected discounted profit under π by us-

ing the reward function r(xE, xS) = xE + ∆1xS. It immediately follows that the expected

discounted profit of the designer is also invariant to the queueing protocol µ.

A.7 Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. It suffices to show that a generic threshold policy πτ can be implemented using an

optimal P-IC and P-IR mechanism. By Lemma 2 we can augment πτ with any queueing pro-

tocol µ. Thus, without loss of generality we can assume that when multiple identical efficient

agents are present in period t, the agents that arrived in period t have absolute priority and

otherwise, a first-come-first-served queueing protocol is used. This is a convenient choice of

queueing protocol because it ensures that in most of the cases we delineate below, agents

trade or leave the market upon arrival and a stored efficient type trades in a given period if

and only if they are first in the queue and an appropriate suboptimal pair arrives. Thus, the

waiting time Z(n) for the nth agent in the queue follows a negative binomial distribution

that counts the number of periods until n appropriate suboptimal pairs have arrived. Setting

38Note that this is an upper bound because the value associated with storing the jth trader cannot be
realized until j appropriate suboptimal pairs have arrived, which cannot occur for at least j subsequent
periods. When stored efficient traders are rematched and cleared, this produces an instantaneous reward
of 1 for the designer. However, if the jth efficient trader was not stored then the efficient trader from the
jth appropriate suboptimal pair would instead be stored and subsequently generate an expected discounted
payoff of at least ∆ (otherwise it would be optimal to store even one efficient trader, let alone j of them).
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λ = w(1− w), for i ≥ n, the probability mass function of Z(n) is

P(Z(n) = i) =

(
i− 1

n− 1

)
λn(1− λ)i−n.

Therefore, using Mathematica we can compute the discounted probability of trade for the

nth agent in the queue. We have

∞∑
i=n

δiP(Z(n) = i) =

(
δλ

1− λ+ δλ

)n
.

The policy πτ and chosen queueing protocol uniquely pin down the allocation rule Q

and we can now compute the expected discounted allocation rule q. Recall that q(θ̂, ϑ,ht−1)

denotes the discounted probability of trade for an agent that reports θ̂ at history ht−1 when

the other period t agent reports ϑ. Note that given the policy πτ and chosen queueing

protocol we can simplify the state space. In particular, rather than using the complete

period t− 1 history ht−1, sufficient statistics for the state are yH , yL ∈ {0, . . . , τ}, where yH

denotes the number of stored efficient buyers and yL denotes the number of stored efficient

sellers.

We first compute q for arriving buyers. Specifically, for yH = τ and any c ∈ C we have

q(v, c, yH) = 1 > q(v, c, yH) = 0,

for yH ∈ {0, . . . , τ − 1} (which also subsumes the case yL = 0), we have

q(v, c, yH) = 1 > q(v, c, yH) = 0 and q(v, c, yH) =

(
δλ

1− λ+ δλ

)n
> q(v, c, yH) = 0,

for yL ∈ {1, . . . , τ − 1} and any c ∈ C we have

q(v, c, yL) = 1 > q(v, c, yL) = 0

and finally for yL = τ we have

q(v, c, yL) = 1 = q(v, c, yL) = 1 and q(v, c, yH) = 1 > q(v, c, yH) = 0.

Since q(v, c, yH) ≥ q(v, c, yH) for all c ∈ C and yH ∈ {0, . . . , τ} and q(v, c, yL) ≥ q(v, c, yL)

for all c ∈ C and yL ∈ {1, . . . , τ}, the allocation rule is implementable for the buyers using

a P-IC and P-IR mechanism. Analogous calculations and an analogous argument apply to

the sellers.
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An optimal P-IC and P-IR mechanism 〈Q,M〉 that implements πτ is then completely

specified once we define a payment rule. For this, we make use of (5) and Footnote 17 to

compute M t for the buyers. Specifically, for yH = τ and any c ∈ C we have

MBt
t (v, c, yH) = v and MBt

t (v, c, yH) = 0,

for yH ∈ {0, . . . , τ − 1} (which, again, subsumes the case yL = 0) we have

MBt
t (v, c, yH) = v, MBt

t (v, c, yH) = 0, MBt
t (v, c, yH) = v

(
δλ

1− λ+ δλ

)n
,

MBt
t (v, c, yH) = 0,

for yL ∈ {1, . . . , τ − 1} and any c ∈ C we have

MBt
t (v, c, yL) = v and MBt

t (v, c, yL) = 0

and for yL = τ we have

MBt
t (v, c, yL) = MBt

t (v, c, yL) = v, MBt
t (v, c, yH) = v and MBt

t (v, c, yH) = 0.

Finally, we have MBi
t (v̂, c,ht−1) = 0 for any i 6= t. The derivation of these payments for the

sellers proceeds along similar lines.

A.8 Proof of Proposition 5

Proof. By construction the posted-price mechanism does not run a deficit. Under truthful

reporting the mechanism immediately executes efficient trades and does not execute any

suboptimal trades when less than τ ∗0 efficient traders are stored. Once τ ∗0 efficient buyers are

stored, the designer posts period t prices of pB = pS = 1 −∆0, so that any efficient trades

created in period t can still be executed and if a buyer of type v arrives with a seller of type

v, then a suboptimal (v, c) trade can also be executed. Similarly logic applies to the case in

which τ ∗0 efficient sellers are stored. It only remains to check the P-IC and P-IR constraints.

Note that inefficient traders always receive a payoff of zero if they report truthfully and a

non-positive payoff if they do not. Thus, the P-IC and P-IR constraints are always satisfied

for these types and we only need to check the P-IC constraints of efficient traders. Consider

the P-IC constraints of efficient buyers. If such a buyer arrives to a market with pB = ∆0

then, regardless of the report of the arriving seller, truthful reporting yields the buyer the

highest possible expected discounted payoff of 1 − ∆ and the P-IC constraint is satisfied.
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If an efficient buyer arrives to a market with pB = 1/2 then the LIFO queueing protocol

ensures that the buyer will never trade in a period with pB = ∆0. Thus, while truthful

reporting guarantees the buyer a positive payoff, reporting to be of type v guarantees the

buyer a payoff of zero. Since this holds regardless of the report of the arriving seller, the

P-IC constraints for efficient buyers are satisfied. An analogous argument shows that the

P-IC constraints are also satisfied for the efficient sellers.

A.9 Proof of Corollary 2

Proof. This result follows from setting ∆ = ∆0 in Corollary A1.

A.10 Proof of Proposition 6

Proof. Proving that the posted-price mechanism provides a P-IC and P-IR implementation

of π∗0 proceeds in precisely the same manner as the proof of Proposition 5. Noting that the

efficient allocation cannot be implemented by a P-IC and P-IR posted-price mechanism with

a larger bid-ask spread completes the proof.

A.11 Proof of Proposition 7

Proof. The change in the designer’s expected per-period payoff when the state changes from

y = τ ∗0 − 1 to y = τ ∗0 is given by

w(∆0 − 1) + w(1− w)∆0 = w(1− w)

[
∆0 −

1−∆0

1− w

]
= w(1− w)∆PP

1 .

In contrast, under the optimal efficient mechanism, this change is given by

w(1− w)

[
∆− w(1−∆)

1− w

]
= w(1− w)∆1.

Thus, we can compute profit under the profit-maximizing posted-price implementation of

efficiency using ∆PP
1 , provided τ ∗0 ≥ 1. Since ∆1 > ∆PP

1 this shows that profit is strictly

higher under the optimal efficient mechanism. Routine calculations show that ∆0 < 1/2 and

w < 1/2 together imply ∆PP
1 < 0.

A.12 Proof of Proposition 8

Proof. As argued in the proof of Proposition 6, the designer will only post a bid-ask spread

of 1 (to execute efficient trades) or ∆0 (to execute efficient trades and one type of suboptimal
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trade) under the profit-maximizing post-price mechanism. Furthermore, as was shown in the

proof of Proposition 6, ∆PP
1 < 0 for any state y ≥ 1. Therefore, the designer will optimally

post a bid-ask spread of 1 in any state with y ≥ 1. Thus, all that remains is to determine

the optimal bid-ask spread for the state y = 0.

If the designer posts a bid-ask spread of ∆0 in state y = 0, the market will always remain

in the state y = 0 and designer’s expected per period payoff is w∆0. If the designer posts

a bid-ask spread of 1 in state y = 0, any state y ∈ N is feasible and the designer earns a

per period payoff of w2 in state y = 0 and w in states y ≥ 1. It immediately follows that

if w ≥ ∆0, then the profit-maximizing posted-price mechanism consists of posting a bid-ask

spread of 1 in every period (or, equivalently, a pricing rule of pB = 1 and pS = 0 regardless

of the state).

From this point onward, we assume that ∆0 > w and determine when it is optimal to

post a bid-ask spread of ∆0 in every period and when it is optimal to post a bid-ask spread

of 1 in every period. First, we characterize expected discounted profit under posted-price

mechanism that posts a bid-ask spread of 1 in every period. Let V PP
1 (y) denote the expected

present value of having y identical suboptimal pairs present at the end of any period under

this posted price mechanism. Letting λ = w(1 − w), these variables satisfy the infinite

recursion

V PP
1 (y) = δ[w + (1− 2λ)V PP

1 (y) + λV PP
1 (y − 1) + λV PP

1 (y + 1)],

with boundary conditions

V PP
1 (0) = δ[w2 + (1− 2λ)V PP

1 (0) + 2λV PP
1 (1)] and lim

y→∞
V PP

1 (y) =
δw

1− δ
.

Solving this recursion in Mathematica with the boundary condition at y = 0 yields

V PP
1 (y) =

δw

1− δ
+ k0

(z−
2

)y
+

(
k0 +

δλ√
(1− δ)(1− δ + 4δλ)

)(z+

2

)y
,

where z+ and z− are defined in 14 and k0 is a constant that will be pinned down by the

boundary condition that must hold in the limit as y →∞. Elementary calculations (omitted

for the sake of brevity) show that z+ > 2 and z− ∈ (0, 2). Therefore, by setting k0 =

−δλ/
√

(1− δ)(1− δ + 4δλ), we satisfy the boundary condition in the limit as y → ∞ and
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we finally have

V PP
1 (y) =

δw

1− δ
− δλ√

(1− δ)(1− δ + 4δλ)

(z−
2

)y
.

Expected discounted profit in the state y = 0 under the posted-price mechanism that posts

a bid-ask spread of 1 in every period is thus given by

w

1− δ
− λ√

(1− δ)(1− δ + 4δλ)
,

while under the posted-price mechanism that posts a bid-ask spread of ∆0 in every period

this quantity is given by w∆0

1−δ . Therefore, under the assumption that ∆0 > w, the profit-

maximizing posted-price mechanism involves posting a bid-ask spread of 1 in every period if

and only if

w(1−∆0)

1− δ
− λ√

(1− δ)(1− δ + 4δλ)
≥ 0.

Thus, making the substitution λ = w(1− w) we obtain 11 as required.

A.13 Proof of Proposition 9

Proof. We start by assuming that w > 2∆0 and deriving the second-best mechanism in the

static bilateral trade problem. This mechanism involves always executing efficient trades

and executing suboptimal trades with probability qSB, which generates profit of R(qSB) =

w2+2w(1−w)qSB∆1 = w(w+2qSB(∆0−w)). The probability qSB is then pinned down by the

requirement that it is the largest qSB that satisfies R(qSB) ≥ 0, yielding qSB = w/(2(w−∆0)).

Noting that 2(w−∆0) = w+w−∆0 > w+ ∆0 > w, where the first inequality follows from

2∆0 < w and the second from the assumption ∆0 > 0, we have qSB < 1.

The second-best mechanism in the static bilateral trade problem generates a per period

expected surplus, denoted SSB0 , of SSB0 (w) = w2 +2w(1−w)qSB∆0. Hence, the relative gains

from increasing market thickness once one accounts for the second-best mechanism in the

static problem, denoted T SBτ , satisfy for any τ ≥ 1,

T SBτ =
Sτ (w)− SSB0 (w)

S∞(w)− SSB0 (w)
=

2

2τ + 1

(
τ +

(1− qSB)∆0

1− 2qSB∆0

)
>

2τ

2τ + 1
= Tτ ,

where the inequality follows because 2∆0 < 1.

Next, we derive δSB. Expected discounted welfare in the state y = 0 under the threshold
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policy τ = 1 was denoted by V1(0)/δ in the proof of Proposition 3 and an analytic expression

for this quantity is given by (15). Under the threshold policy τ = 0, assuming the second-

best mechanism is used in the static bilateral trade problem, expected discounted welfare is

SSB0 (w)/(1− δ). Therefore, τSB ≥ 1 provided

(2δ∆0λ
2 + w2(δ(λ− 1) + 1) + 2δλw)

(1− δ)(δ(3λ− 1) + 1)
≥ w2 + 2λqSB∆0

1− δ

or, equivalently,

(δ − 1)∆(w − 1)w2 + 2δ∆λ2(∆− w)− δλ(w − 1)w(2∆ + (3∆− 2)w)

(1− δ)(−1 + δ − 3δλ)(w −∆)
≥ 0.

Now, since δ ∈ [0, 1), λ > 0 and w > ∆ > 0 we have 1 − δ > 0, −1 + δ − 3δλ < 0 and

w −∆ > 0. Hence, this last inequality is equivalent to

(δ − 1)∆(w − 1)w2 + 2δ∆λ2(∆− w)− δλ(w − 1)w(2∆ + (3∆− 2)w) ≤ 0.

Rearranging, we have that τSB ≥ 1 if and only if

δ ≥ δSB =
∆0

λ+ ∆0(1− 2λ) + (1− w)(w − 2∆0)(1 + ∆)
.

Note that (1−w)(w− 2∆0)(1 + ∆) > 0 since w > 2∆ > 0 and w < 1. Thus, comparing δSB

to the expression for δ∗0 from Corollary 2, we have that δSB < δ∗0 as required.

Finally, that τSB0 = 1 for any δ ∈ (δSB, δ∗] and τSB0 = τ ∗0 for any δ > δ∗ follows im-

mediately from Proposition 5. That is, since the first-best mechanism can be implemented

without running a deficit whenever τ ∗0 ≥ 1, using the second-best mechanism in the static

bilateral trade problem only affects the decision to store the first suboptimal pair.

A.14 Proof of Proposition 10

Proof. We begin with the definition of the mechanism. Identical efficient traders (sellers

willing to sell at p or buyers willing to buy at p) are stored up to a threshold τ ≥ 1. We

let let τL (τH) be the state in which τ sellers (buyers) are stored. The two-class threshold

mechanism then commences each period by posting the large market Walrasian price p and

what occurs following this depends on the state. First, consider states y < τ . Agents who

arrive observe the price and y and indicate their demands and supplies as in the posted-price

mechanisms analyzed in Section 4.3. If there is a pair willing to trade at p, an (efficient)

trade is executed using a LIFO queueing protocol (in the event of excess demand or excess
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supply).

Second, in states τL and τH , the price p is posted and a sequential game is played as

follows. In state τL, the arriving seller first indicates whether they are willing to trade at

the price p.39 If the arriving seller does not accept the price p, then that seller is cleared

from the market. The buyer observes this and is given the option of trading with a stored

seller at p and if the buyer is unwilling to trade at this price they are cleared from the

market. Otherwise, if the seller indicates willingness to trade at price p, the arriving buyer

and the seller participate in the dominant-strategy implementation of the (one-shot) second-

best mechanism for the case where the seller’s cost distributions is G(c)/G(p) for c ∈ [0, p]

and the buyer’s distribution is F (v) for v ∈ [0, 1]. Thus, the agents that arrive to the market

in state τL always end up leaving the market during that period, regardless of any trading

outcomes. Analogously, in state τH , the arriving buyer first indicates whether they are willing

to trade at p. If the buyer rejects this price, the arriving seller observes this and is given

the option of trading with a stored buyer at the price p. Otherwise, if the buyer indicates

willingness to trade at p, the arriving seller and the buyer participate in the dominant-

strategy implementation of the (one-shot) second-best mechanism for the case when the

seller’s cost distribution is G(c) for c ∈ [0, 1] and the buyer’s distribution is F (v)/(1−F (p))

for v ∈ [p, 1]. Whether or not they trade, both arriving agents are cleared from the market.

We now prove the asserted properties. The P-IC and P-IR properties follow along the

same lines as for the posted-price mechanisms. This works because traders all face a price of

p, except for those that participate in the second-best mechanism (which will be addressed

temporarily). The LIFO queueing protocol ensures that no efficient type can misreport and

subsequently participate in the second-best mechanism. If an inefficient type misreports

and ends up participating in the second-best mechanism, this guarantees that agent a non-

positive payoff. Consider then the agents who participate in the second-best mechanism.

Notice that no agent has the choice between participating in the second-best mechanism

or the posted-price mechanism but rather only between participating in the second-best

mechanism and not participating at all. Hence, from the perspective of these agents, this

is a one-shot game and the dominant-strategy properties of these mechanisms imply (P-IC)

and (P-IR).

Given this equilibrium behaviour, the dynamics of the Markov decision problem are the

same as those derived in Section 3 and the stationary distribution is given by Lemma 1. The

only state in which trade does not always occur at the price p is the state τ . The probability

of not being in that state is 2τ−1
2τ+1

, which goes to 1 as τ goes to infinity. We are thus only left

39Note that accepting this price does not imply that the seller will receive this price in the event that they
trade.
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to establish T TCτ > Tτ for τ ≥ 1.

Let f and g denote the respective densities of the probability distributions F and G. De-

note by Φ(v) = v− 1−F (v)
f(v)

and Γ(c) = c+ G(c)
g(c)

the virtual types and, for α ∈ [0, 1], by Φα(v) =

v − α 1−F (v)
f(v)

and Γα(c) = c + αG(c)
g(c)

the weighted virtual types. To simplify the proof we as-

sume these functions are increasing.40 Let Qα(v, c) = 1 if Φα(v) ≥ Γα(c) and Qα(v, c) = 0

otherwise. It is well-known (see, e.g., Myerson and Satterthwaite, 1983) that the second-best

mechanism when the agents draw their types from the prior distributions F and G is charac-

terized by the smallest value α ∈ [0, 1] such that
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
(Φ(v)−Γ(c))Qα(v, c)dG(c)dF (v) = 0.

Denote by α0 this value of α, where α0 > 0 holds due to the impossibility of ex post efficient

trade. Likewise, when the seller’s cost is drawn from the distribution that is truncated at p,

the second-best mechanism is characterized by an αL such that∫ 1

0

∫ p

0

(Φ(v)− Γ(c))QαL(v, c)dG(c)dF (v)/G(p) = 0.

Notice that
∫ 1

0

∫ p
0

(Φ(v)− Γ(c))Qα0(v, c)dG(c)dF (v)/G(p) > 0 since the original distribution

of the seller’s cost first-order stochastic dominates the truncated distribution. Hence, αL <

α0. Similarly, when the buyer’s value is drawn from the distribution that is truncated at p,

the second-best mechanism is characterized by an αH < α0 such that∫ 1

p

∫ 1

0

(Φ(v)− Γ(c))QαH (v, c)dG(c)dF (v)/(1− F (p)) = 0.

Finally, SSB0 =
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
(v−c)Qα0(v, c)dG(c)dF (v) is expected welfare under second-best in the

one-shot bilateral trade problem.

Second-best welfare in the one-shot bilateral trade problem can be expressed as SSB0 =

w2(v − c) + w(1− w)(∆0
L + ∆0

H)− w2ε0 where, of course, G(p) = w = 1− F (p) and

v − c =

∫ 1

p

∫ p
0

(v − c)dG(c)dF (v)

(1− F (p))G(p)
, ε0 =

∫ 1

p

∫ p
0

(v − c)(1−Qα0(v, c))dG(c)dF (v)

(1− F (p))G(p)
,

∆0
L =

∫ p
0

∫ p
0

(v − c)Qα0(v, c)dG(c)dF (v)

F (p)G(p)
, ∆0

H =

∫ 1

p

∫ 1

p
(v − c)Qα0(v, c)dG(c)dF (v)

(1− F (p))(1−G(p))
.

As before, S∞ = w(v − c), so

SSB0 = wS∞ + w(1− w)(∆0
L + ∆0

H)− w2ε0. (17)

40If these functions are not increasing, one simply replaces Φα(v) and Γα(c) by their ironed counterparts,
and proceed with the rest of the proof in precisely the same manner.
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Denoting by sTC(y) the expected surplus under the two-class mechanism in state y, we

have sTC(0) = wS∞ and sTC(y) = S∞ for any y ∈ {1 . . . , τ − 1}. Let sTCL (τ) and sTCH (τ)

denote expected surplus in state τ when sellers and buyers are stored, respectively. For

i ∈ {L,H} we have

sTCi (τ) = w(v − c) + w(1− w)(v − c+ ∆TC
i − εi) = S∞ + w(1− w)(v − c+ ∆TC

i − εi)

where

εL =

∫ 1

p

∫ p
0

(v − c)(1−QαL(v, c))dG(c)dF (v)

(1− F (p))G(p)
, εH =

∫ 1

p

∫ p
0

(v − c)(1−QαH (v, c))dG(c)dF (v)

(1− F (p))G(p)
,

∆TC
L =

∫ p
0

∫ p
0

(v − c)QαL(v, c)dG(c)dF (v)

F (p)G(p)
, ∆TC

H =

∫ 1

p

∫ 1

p
(v − c)QαH (v, c)dG(c)dF (v)

(1− F (p))(1−G(p))
.

Letting STCτ denote the expected per-trader surplus for the two-class mechanism under the

stationary distribution we thus have

sTC(τ) =
1

2
(sTCL (τ) + sTCH (τ)) = S∞ +

w(1− w)

2
(2(v − c) + ∆TC

L + ∆TC
H − εL − εH)

⇒ STCτ = (1− κ0)S∞ + κ0wS∞ + κ0(1− w)(2S∞ + w(∆TC
L + ∆TC

H − εL − εH)),

which yields

T TCτ =
STCτ − SSB0

S∞ − SSB0

= 1− κ0(1− w) +
κ0(1− w)

(
2S∞w(∆TC

L + ∆TC
H − εL − εH)− SSB0

)
S∞ − SSB0

.

To show that T TCτ > Tτ = 1 − κ0 it thus suffices to show that the second term on the

right-hand side of this last equation is positive. Using (17) and regrouping terms we have

2S∞ + w(∆TC
L + ∆TC

H − εL − εH)− SSB0 = (1− w)(S∞ − wε0) + (S∞ − wεH)

+ w(∆TC
L + ∆TC

H − (∆0
L + ∆0

H)) + w(ε0 − εL) + w2(∆0
L + ∆0

H).

Observe that for all i ∈ {0, L,H} we have εi < v − c which implies that S∞ − wεi > 0.

Moreover, for i ∈ {L,H} we have ∆0
i < ∆TC

i and εi < ε0 since αi < α0. Therefore, the

right-hand side of the last equation is positive and we have T TCτ > Tτ as required.
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A.15 Proof of Theorem 3

Proof. Under discriminatory, uniform and fixed frequency market clearing per period wel-

fare converges to w as δ → 1 and under instantaneous market clearing is always given

by w2 + 2w(1 − w)∆0. Hence, limδ→1W
U
α (δ)/WD

α (δ) = limδ→1W
F
α (δ)/WU

α (δ) = 1 and

limδ→1W
0
α(δ)/W F

α (δ) = w + 2(1− w)∆0 and the desired result immediately follows.

A.16 Proof of Theorem 4

For ease of exposition, we formally prove the theorem for the k = D case. The other cases

are similar. However, before proceeding to the proof of the main result, we start by stating

and proving the following lemma.41

Lemma A1. Let the optimal threshold τ ∗ under discriminatory market clearing and integer

i ≥ 0 be given. Then V D
τ (i) increases in τ for τ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , τ ∗ − 1}, decreases in τ for

τ ≥ τ ∗ + 1 and attains a global maximum at τ = τ ∗.

Proof. First, take τ = τ ∗ + 1. Then V D
τ−1(i) ≥ V D

τ (i) by the principle of optimality of

dynamic programming. Next, consider τ = τ ∗+ 2. To prove that V D
τ−1(i) ≥ V D

τ (i) it suffices

to show that this holds for i = τ (since this is the only state at which the policies πτ and πτ−1

diverge). In this case we have V D
τ−1(τ) = r(0, 1) + V D

τ−1(τ − 1) ≥ V D
τ (τ) since clearing two

suboptimal pairs in state τ is optimal under τ ∗ and there are no complementaries associated

with clearing multiple pairs (i.e. r(0, 2) = r(0, 1) + r(0, 1)). Thus, clearing one suboptimal

pair in state τ must yield a higher payoff than taking no action. Iterating, we have that

V D
τ (i) decreases in τ for τ ≥ τ ∗.

Second, set τ = τ ∗ − 1. Then V D
τ+1(i) ≥ V D

τ (i) by the principle of optimality of dynamic

programming. Next, setting τ = τ ∗ − 2 we have V D
τ+1(τ + 1) ≥ r(0, 1) + V D

τ (τ) = V D
τ (τ + 1)

since storing in state τ + 1 is optimal under τ ∗. Iterating, we have that V D
τ (i) increases in

τ for τ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , τ ∗}. Putting all of this together implies that we have a global maximum

at τ = τ ∗.

We now prove Theorem 4 for k = D.

Proof. First, let W∞(δ) denote welfare under the market clearing policy with τ ∗ =∞ (that

is, the mechanism under which all suboptimal trades are stored indefinitely and only effi-

cient trades are executed). Further, let τD0 (δ) and τD1 (δ) denote the optimal thresholds under

welfare-maximizing and profit-maximizing discriminatory market clearing, respectively. Re-

call that these functions are both increasing in δ. Further, W∞(δ) and W 0
0 (δ) are continuous,

41This lemma applies specifically to discriminatory market clearing, a version that applies to uniform
market clearing (and also holds for uniform market clearing) can be found in Lemma B2.
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increasing functions of δ and there exists δ̃ such that W∞(δ̃) > W 0
0 (δ̃) because τD0 (δ)→∞

as δ → 1. Since τD0 (δ) ≤ τD1 (δ) < ∞ for δ ∈ [0, 1) by Corollary 1, Lemma A1 implies that

WD
1 (δ) ≥ W∞(δ) for all δ ∈ [0, 1). We also have that WD

1 (δ) decreases discontinuously at

points at which τD1 (δ) increases (again, by Lemma A1) and increases continuously in δ at

all points at which τD,1(δ) is constant (that is, the underlying market clearing policy does

not vary). It immediately follows that there exists δD ≤ δ̃ such that WD
1 (δD) = W 0

0 (δD) and

WD
1 (δ) > W 0

0 (δ) for δ > δD.
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Online Appendices

B Uniform market clearing

Under uniform market clearing, the state space, transition probabilities and reward function

of the associated Markov decision process are the same as those of the Markov decision

process derived in Section 3 for discriminatory market clearing. Uniform market clearing

only affects the set of actions available to the designer in a given state. Let A′x denote the

set of actions available to the designer in state x under uniform market clearing. Under

discriminatory market clearing we had Ax = {(aE, aS) : aE, aS ∈ Z≥0, aS ≤ xE, aS ≤ xS}.
However, for the uniform market clearing case the designer can elect only to wait or clear

the entire market, implying that A′x = {(xE, xS), (0, 0)}. Setting A′ = ∪x∈XA′x, we need to

determine the optimal policy of the Markov decision process 〈X ,A′, P, r, δ〉. Recall that P

specifies the transition probabilities of the Markov chain, r(x) specifies the reward earned

by the designer when action a = x is implemented and δ is the discount factor. Here, P , r

and δ are the same for both discriminatory and uniform market clearing.

In general, we will use the term threshold policies to describe any class of policies which

can be summarized by one-dimensional sufficient statistics, the thresholds τ . As was the case

with discriminatory market clearing, under uniform market clearing we can restrict attention

to a class of threshold polices. We then use the structure that threshold policies impose to

prove that the optimal policy is a threshold policy.

Definition B1. Given a threshold τ ∈ N, the associated threshold policy πτ of the Markov

decision process 〈X ,A′, P, r, δ〉 is such that

πτ (x) = 0 if r(x) ≤ τ and πτ (x) = x if r(x) > τ.

Under a threshold policy the market maker stores both efficient and suboptimal pairs up

to a threshold value of τ . We now describe the associated structure of the Markov chain

{Y t}t∈N, as illustrated in Figure 6. One can think of the number of stored efficient pairs as

the level of the Markov chain and the number of stored suboptimal trades as the phase of

the Markov chain within that level. We include an additional level for the state 0, denoted

by level ∅. Under the threshold policy τ , yE = bτc is the maximum number of efficient

pairs that can be stored. For i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , yE}, the maximum number of suboptimal pairs

stored at level i is ki = b(τ − i)/∆αc, where α ∈ {0, 1}. Therefore, the Markov chain is

a level-dependent quasi-birth-death process (see, for example, Latouche and Ramaswami,

1999). Similarly to the case of discriminatory market clearing, we can exploit its structure

to show that the optimal market clearing policy is a threshold policy.
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Level 0 1 2 · · · k2 k2 + 1 k2 + 2 · · · k1 − 1 k1 k1 + 1 k1 + 2 · · · k0

Level 1 1 2 · · · k2 k2 + 1 k2 + 2 · · · k1 − 1 k1

...
...

...

Level yE 1 · · · kyE

Level ∅ 0

Figure 6: The structure of the quasi-birth-death under the threshold policy with threshold
τ . Dashed arrows are used to denote some transitions to and from the state 0.

Theorem B1. Under uniform market clearing, the optimal market clearing policy is a

threshold policy. It can be implemented using a P-IC and P-IR mechanism.

The proof of Theorem B1 proceeds in a similar manner to the proof of Theorem 2, using

a dynamic programming characterization of the optimal threshold τ ∗. Algorithm D1 in

Online Appendix D uses the optimal stopping condition derived from the Bellman equation

to compute τ ∗.

Proof. Since the state space X is countable, the feasible action sets A′x are finite for all

states x and the reward function is deterministic, a stationary deterministic optimal policy

exists (see, for example, Theorem 6.2.10 of Puterman, 1994). Let π∗ denote any optimal

policy of the Markov decision process 〈X ,A′, P, r, δ〉. The optimal policy must clear the

market whenever it is in a state of the form (xE, 0), with xE ∈ N. Furthermore, given any

fixed number of stored efficient pairs, as the number of stored suboptimal pairs diverges to

infinity, the expected time until each additional stored pair is rematched diverges to infinity.

Therefore, the benefit of storing each additional suboptimal pair converges to zero, while

the immediate reward for clearing a suboptimal pair from the market is fixed at ∆α, where

α ∈ {0, 1}. Thus, for a given number of stored efficient pairs, the optimal policy cannot

allow an unbounded number of identical suboptimal pairs to accumulate.
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It follows that for every x∗E ∈ Z≥0 there exists a state x∗ = (x∗E, x
∗
S) such that π∗(x∗) = 0

and π∗(x∗E, x
∗
S + 1) = (x∗E, x

∗
S + 1). We call such states cutoff states. Denote the expected

present value of being in the cutoff state x∗ under the optimal policy by V U
π∗(x

∗), the total

expected discounted reward earned by the designer in the subsequent period. It is finite

because an unbounded number of pairs cannot accumulate under π∗ and we are considering

a discounted process. For any state x, the benefit of waiting to clear the market is increasing

in xS and the benefit of clearing is increasing in r(x). Since r(x∗E + 1, x∗S) > r(x∗) and

r(x∗E + 1, x∗S − 1) > r(x∗) it follows that if π∗(x∗E, x
∗
S + 1) = (x∗E, x

∗
S + 1), we must also have

π∗(x∗E + 1, x∗S) = (x∗E + 1, x∗S) and π∗(x∗E + 1, x∗S − 1) = (x∗E + 1, x∗S − 1). Finally, let V U
π∗(0)

denote the expected present value of being in the state 0 under the optimal policy. The

Bellman equation which characterizes V U
π∗(x

∗) is, for α ∈ {0, 1}, then given by

V U
π∗(x

∗) = δ
[
w2(r(x∗) + 1 + V U

π∗(0)) + w(1− w)(r(x∗) + ∆α + V U
π∗(0))

+w(1− w)(r(x∗) + 1−∆α + V U
π∗(0)) + (1− w)2V U

π∗(x
∗)
]
. (18)

If the market is cleared in state x∗, the payoff is the immediate reward r(x∗) plus the

expected present value of being in the state 0. By the principle of the optimality of dynamic

programming,

V U
π∗(x

∗) ≥ r(x∗) + V U
π∗(0). (19)

Notice that the right-hand sides of (18) and (19) depend directly on x∗ only through r(x∗).

Replace r(x∗) with τ ∗ in (18) and (19) and suppose (19) holds with equality. Then, for

every cutoff state x∗, r(x∗) ≤ τ ∗. Using the definition of τ ∗, substituting (19) into (18) and

rearranging, it can be shown that τ ∗ satisfies

τ ∗ + V U
π∗(0) =

δw

1− δ
. (20)

Thus, for any state x ∈ X \ {(xE, 0) : xE ∈ N}, the market should be cleared if and only if

x∗E + ∆αx
∗
S > τ ∗. Therefore, the optimal policy π∗ is a threshold policy, where the threshold

τ ∗ ∈ R≥0 is characterized by (20).

We now show that the optimal threshold policy can be implemented with a P-IC and

P-IR mechanism. Start by constructing a direct allocation rule from the optimal market

clearing policy. Let ĥ ∈ {v, v}N×{c, c}N be a realization of the report process and ĥt denote

ĥ restricted to its first 2t components. Let {τ ĥj }j∈N denote the subset of periods such that

the designer optimally chooses to clear the market under π∗, given ĥ and set τ ĥ0 = 0 for

convenience. For all i ∈ N there exists j ∈ N such that τ ĥj−1 < i ≤ τ ĥj . The period τ ĥj
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history of reports can be mapped to X
τ ĥj

, the state of 〈X ,A′, P, r, δ〉 in period τ ĥj . Then,

fixed a queueing protocol µ that is used to break ties, if buyer i is part of an efficient or

a suboptimal pair in period τ ĥj we simply set QBi

τ ĥj
(ĥ

τ ĥj
) = 1 and, for all k ∈ N \ {τ ĥj },

QBi
k (ĥk) = 0. Otherwise, we set QBi

k (ĥk) = 0 for all k ∈ N. Proceed analogously for seller i.

To show that this allocation rule can be implemented using a P-IC and P-IR mechanism,

it suffices to verify that qBi(v, ĥi−1) ≥ qBi(v, ĥi−1) and qSi(c, ĥi−1) ≥ qSi(c, ĥi−1). These

constraints hold under π∗ since the arrival of a v or c agent cannot increase the expected

number of periods until the next market clearing event (since the Markov chain transitions

to a state with fewer expected transitions between it and the 0 state) and v and c agents

are more likely to trade as part of any given market clearing event (since these agents have

rematching priority over v and c agents).

An analogous result to Proposition 3, specifically that τ ∗ is decreasing in ∆ and increasing

in δ, immediately follows from the dynamic programming characterization.42 Similarly, our

measure Tτ of market thickness is still valid under uniform market clearing and we have that

optimal market thickness T ∗ is decreasing in ∆ and increasing in δ. Finally, we prove the

following useful lemma.

Lemma B2. Let the optimal policy π∗ be given and consider the associated set Y∗ of positive

recurrent states of the Markov chain. Then for any policies π and π′ with respective positive

recurrent sets Y and Y ′ such that Y ⊂ Y ′ ⊂ Y∗ we have V U
π∗(x) ≥ V U

π′ (x) ≥ V U
π (x) for all

states x ∈ X .

Proof. That V U
π∗(x) ≥ V U

π′ (x) and V DU
π∗ (x) ≥ V D

π (x) for all states x ∈ X follows from the

principle of optimality of dynamic programming. That V U
π′ (x) ≥ V U

π (x) follows from the

fact that Y ′ \ Y ⊂ Y∗, so storing in the states Y ′ \ Y is optimal under π∗.

C Fixed frequency market clearing

Under fixed frequency market clearing, the state space of the Markov chain is given by

{(yE, yS) : 0 ≤ yE + yS ≤ τ, yE, yS ∈ Z2
≥0}. If the market is cleared after τ periods, then

both the number of buyers of type v present and the number of sellers of type c present

follow a binomial distribution with τ trials and probability of success p, and likewise for the

numbers of buyers of type v and sellers of type c present. Thus, the market maker’s expected

42Note that τ∗ is no longer increasing in w(1−w) since now both efficient and suboptimal pairs are stored.
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discounted payoff is given by

V F
τ =

δτ−1

1− δτ
τ∑
j=0

τ∑
k=0

(
τ

j

)(
τ

k

)
(min{j, k}+ |j − k|∆α)wj+k(1− w)2τ−j−k. (21)

Here, the market maker can only determine the frequency at which markets are cleared.

Thus, the optimal market clearing policy is trivially a threshold policy, where the market

is cleared every τ ∗ periods. Algorithm D2, which can be found in Online Appendix D, uses

this formula to compute the optimal market clearing threshold τ ∗.

Once again, we have that τ ∗ is increasing in δ and decreasing in ∆0. Our measure

Tτ of market thickness continues to be valid for fixed frequency market clearing and the

comparative statics that apply to τ ∗ holds for T ∗. We also immediately have a version of

Lemma B2 that applies to fixed frequency market clearing. Finally, we have the following

result.

Corollary C2. Under fixed frequency market clearing, the optimal market clearing policy is

a threshold policy. It can be implemented using a P-IC and P-IR mechanism.

Proof. Under fixed frequency market clearing, threshold policies are trivially optimal. We

can repeat the procedure from the proof of Theorem B1 in order to construct a direct

allocation rule for fixed frequency market clearing. However, in this case the set of optimal

market clearing times is deterministic and given by {iτ ∗}i∈N. The constraints qBi(v) ≥ qBi(v)

and qSi(c) ≥ qSi(c) must then hold since v and c agents have rematching priority over v and

c agents.

D Algorithms

D.1 Uniform Market Clearing

We next define a similar algorithm that applies to uniform market clearing. However, first we

must derive the Bellman equation that characterizes the optimal threshold τ ∗. We start by

introducing the notation Z = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1,−1)}, which captures the set of possible

changes to the state y = (yE, yS) following the next arrival. Introducing this notation is

convenient because it allows us to sum over all possible transitions of the Markov chain.

Define the function PZ : Z → [0, 1] by

PZ(1, 0) = w2, PZ(0, 1) = w(1− w), PZ(1,−1) = w(1− w) and PZ(0, 0) = (1− w)2,
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which gives the probability of each of the changes captured in Z. For example, (1,−1)

corresponds to the arrival of a suboptimal pair that results in a stored suboptimal being

rematched to create an efficient pair. This occurs with probability w(1 − w), provided

yS > 0.

Let V U
τ (yE, yS) denote the expected discounted present value of being in state (yE, yS)

under the threshold policy with threshold τ . If the state of the market is (yE, 0) for some

yE > 0, the market maker will immediately clear and earn a reward of yE plus the expected

present vale of being in state 0. Therefore, we have

V U
τ (yE, 0) = yE + V U

τ (0). (22)

Next suppose the market is in any state y = (yE, yS) such that yS > 0 and r(y) < τ , where

r(yE, yS) = yE + yS∆α denotes the immediate reward from clearing the market. Under the

threshold policy τ , the market maker will earn an immediate reward only when the market

reaches a state y′ such that r(y′) ≥ τ . Consequently,

V U
τ (y) = δ

∑
z∈Z

PZ(z)
[
V U
τ (y + z)1(r(y + z) < τ)

+ (r(y + z) + V U
τ (0))1(r(y + z) ≥ τ)

]
. (23)

Any threshold policy is characterized by this linear system. As with discriminatory market

clearing, this Bellman equation can be used to to derive a stopping condition satisfied by τ ∗.

By the proof of Theorem B1, the optimal threshold τ ∗ is such that for any x∗E > 0 there

exists a cutoff state x∗ = (x∗E, x
∗
S) with

V U
τ∗(x

∗) > r(x∗) + V U
τ∗(0) and V U

τ∗(x
∗
E, x

∗
S + 1) ≤ r(x∗E, x

∗
S + 1) + V U

τ∗(0).

That is, a cutoff state is such that the market is optimally cleared if an additional identical

suboptimal pair arrives. In the proof of Theorem 2, we show that this implies that the market

is then also optimally cleared if an efficient or a non-identical suboptimal pair arrives. Since

τ ∗ applies to all cutoff states, to compute τ ∗ it suffices to find a single cutoff state. Algorithm

D1 determines τ ∗ by computing the cutoff state (0, x∗S) using the aforementioned stopping

condition.

Algorithm D1. Begin with the threshold policy characterized by τ = ∆α, where ∆α is the

value of a single suboptimal trade. Solve the linear system defined in (22) and (23). If

V U
τ (0, 1) ≥ ∆α + V U

τ (0), proceed to step 2. Otherwise, return τ ∗ = 0. At step i,

1. Solve (22) and (23) with τ = i∆α to determine V U
τ (0, i) and V U

τ (0).
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2. If V U
τ (0, i) ≥ i∆α + V U

τ (0), proceed to step i+ 1. Otherwise, set τ ′ = (i− 1)∆α.

If τ ′ + ∆α < 1, return τ ∗ = τ ′. Otherwise, for all j ∈ N such that τ ′ + ∆α < j,

1. Set k = b(τ ′ + ∆α − j)/∆αc and solve (22) and (23) with τ = j + k∆α to determine

V U
τ (j, k) and V U

τ (0).

2. If V U
τ (k, j) ≥ j + k∆α + V U

τ (0) update τ ′ = j + k∆α.

Return τ ∗ = τ ′.

Note that depending on the value of δ, Algorithm D1 may not be the most economical

algorithm. For example, for larger value of δ, a computationally more efficient algorithm

could proceed by initially increasing the candidate threshold by increments of 1 and then

increasing the candidate threshold by increments of ∆α.

D.2 Fixed Frequency Market Clearing

Finally, we have an algorithm to compute τ ∗ under fixed frequency market clearing.

Algorithm D2. Begin with the threshold policy characterized by τ = 2 and compute W F (2)

and W F (1) using (21). If W F (2) ≥ W F (1) proceed to step 2. Otherwise, return τ ∗ = 1. At

step i,

1. Compute W F (i) using (21).

2. If W F (i) ≥ W F (i− 1), proceed to step i+ 1. Otherwise, return τ ∗ = i− 1.
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